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Seven Kentucky residents have
been awarded prizes by the Crusade for Freedom for writing winning entries in the Crusade's Truth
Message program, it was announced by Paul M. Kendall, Kentucky
Crusade chairman
Gene Gardner. 205 Ectlirv
Street, Fulton. WFUI, announcer,
has been awarded a complete set
of the Encyclopaedia Britannica
and a Crusade for Freedom Seri!
of Mt rit for writing the hest- state
entry. The other six winners were
awarded Hallicrafters shortwave
radios. They are: Mrs. Larry L.
Stone, Central City: 0. L. Guthrie,
Cynthiana; Mrs. Alice Spurlock,
Fader: Mrs. Doris Keefe, Louisville; Miss Elaine Shaffer, lloe
Cherokee Road, Louisville; ac.s
Hazel A. Vontz, Whiteburg.
The Crusade for Freedom is the
organization which supports Radio
Free Europe's broadcasts to the
Communist-dominated countries of
Poland. Hangary, Czechoslovakia,
Romania and Bulgaria.
The recent Truth Message contest offered every U S. citizens a
chance to broadcast his own message to the captive peoples of East
Europe by completing the phrase:
"I believe the most important
thing people behind the Iron Curtain should know is . . ."
The six top winners in the nationwide contest each won free
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Cold Check Artist Arrested
After Purchasing Car In Fulton

0614E GARDNER
trips for two to Europe where they
will broadcast their winning messages from the Munich, Germany,
studios of Radio Free Europe.
Americans of all ages participated in the contest and were eligible
for awards. The Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation judged the messages, in cooperation with the
Free Europe Committee, the Crusade for Freedom, and The Advertising Chuncil,

Boy Scouts Ready For
Trip To Colorado Springs
Boy Scouts from the Four Rivers
Council are ready and eager as
plans have been completed for an
80-member delegation to the Fifth
National Boy Scout Jamboree at
Colorado Springs, Colo., next
month
Guy Gray, chairman of the
Jamboree Committee, announced
that William G. Ganfield would
be contingent leader for the dehsgation from the council.
Other leaders; along with Gray,
who will attend are Ray Gaddia,
Brookport; George Sirk and Leo
Brooking. Paducah; Thomas Exum
and Billy Johnson, Fulton: Joe M.
Finkle and Howard Towsend,

A man described by police of- other items. They were net able to
ficers as a cold check artist of na- determine immediately whether it
tional reputation was turned over was stolen merchandise.
Union City police said they, and
to the agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation a Union FBI agents questioned Chritton
City Friday, after he was arreited most of the day, and that he adThursday night by members of the mitted that he had passed cold
Union City police department and checks in nearly every state of the
Union.
the Tennessee Highway Patrol.
He said, according to police, he
Officials identified the man as
Robert L. Chritton, 32, of Salerno, had no idea how many checks he
had written and how much money
Kan.
Also arrested with Chritton, but they amounted to.
Police said, however, that five
later released, were Miss Myrna
Myers, 20, who was registered checks, all for $20 each, and all
with Critton at a Union City hotel passed by Chritton had been turnas man and wife, and Mr. and Mrs. ed up in Union City during the inRichard Roberts, both 18. They vestigation Friday. Police said they
said they joined Chritton in Ne- expected more to be found.
Union City officers said Chritbraska on the promise of jobs in
a missile plant. They registered at ton was being held in jail there
the Union City hotel three days Friday night and would be transferred to a Jackson, Tenn., jail
ago.
Chritton was arrested after pur- Saturday.
They said FBI agents were prechasing an automobile in Fulton
and paying for it with a $1,350 paring "four or five" charges
against Chritton.
check on a Union City bank.
Police said Mr. and Mrs. RobThe car was purchased from
Barney Speight at Taylor Chev- erts and Miss Myers said Chritton
rolet and Buick Co. Speight said came to the town in Kansas where
his they lived, told them he was supthat Chritton telephoned
"wife" at the Union City hotel and erintendent of a missile plant in
got her approval on the purchase. the South and promised them all
After Chritton left with the car, jobs if they would go with him.
Police said they were convinced
Speight said he telephoned the
Union City bank and learned that that they had no part in the passing of the cold cheeks.
the check was cold.
He started in pursuit of Chrit- •—
ton, passed him on the way to I
Union City and alerted city and
state police officers there. They
took him into custody when he arrived with the automobile.
Officers searched the automobile Chritton had driven to Unior.
City and found a number of cartons of cigaretts, clothing and

Mayfield; and Dr. James Hart,
Murray.
The two troops from the Four
Rivers Council will travel to Colorado Springs by train, arriving in
time for the opening of the Jubilee
Jamboree on July 22. Side tours
have been scheduled for the trip
and during encampmeet.
While at the Jamboree, the
group will be a part of the largest
encampment of youth ever held.
They will live in a tent city of
55,000 or'rnoce boys and men.
The celebration this year is in
commemoration of the fiftieth
Year of Scouting in America.
Mrs. Virgil C. King. Sr. died
Several local Boy Scouts will Wednesday morning at 6 at the
make the trip.
Clark Rest Home in Owensboro.
She was formerly of Fulton and
had lived in Owensboro for the
psis* Rine years.
Mrs. Kine's husband, an employ' re of the Fulton-Ice Plant, died in
,
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was a member of the Cumberland
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Presbyterian Church and had been
On June 2. 1860, The Harper's on the verge of santification. By a member of the Royal Neighbors
Ferry Investigating Committee of the end of the life of the Com- of American for 50 years.
the U. S. Senate closed its work. mittee it was the heartly wish I She leaves two daughters, Mrs.
"It is doubtful." said the Wash- that the men would be freed so , Imogene Williams of Jackson and
ington CONSTITUTION, "if the they would not end as martyrs to Mrs. Elizabeth Davis of Los AnCommittee will even make a re- abolition.
geles; three sons, Seldon King of
port."
All over the South the people Los Angeles. Robert W. King of
It is easy for its, after this hun- were discussing the failure of the Atlanta and Virgil King of Owensdred years, to look back and say: United States to -protect a sover- boro; two sisters. Mrs. Turner
"Had the Committee investigating eign state from armed invasion." Bowden of Martin and Mrs. Edd
the John Brown Affair done a Perhaps it was logical that defense Yarbrough of Martin and six
good job, the War Between the of the South became a do-it-your- grandchildren.
The body will arrive in Fulton
States may have been avoided." self project so that a little more
To the Americana of one hun- than a year later, after the Battle between 1 and 2 p. m. Thursday
dred years ago, the words "My of Hull Run, when a Union soldier and will be taken to the Whitnel
country" usually
mean4- "My asked a Confederate soldier why funeral home here.
Services will be held Friday at
state." The people were the Pro- he was fighting, the Southerner
ducts of their sections, N ith all could honestly give a very sensi- 3 p. m. at the Cumberland Presbyterian Church. The Rev. Oakley
their Inborn prejudices and lack ble answer.
"I'm fighting," he said. "be- Woodside, pastor, will officiate.
of understanding of the People a
Burial will be in Fairview Cemecause you're down here."
few stales away.
The death of the Harper's Ferry tery.
When the Harper's Ferry Committee ceased operations, it had Investigating Committee simply
been over seven months since meant that many more people
John Brown and about twenty were converted to the idea of seother men had seized the govern- cession. The abolitionists were
their desire to
ment arsenal at Harper's Ferry boasting of
The First District, Jeffersonand had tried to rouse the slaves "bathe the nation in blood."
Early in June. the Augusta. (Ga) Jackson Day Dinner will be held
to armed rebellion. Level-headed
people insisted that John Brown CHRONICAL AND SENTINEL at Ken-lake Hotel, June 25 at 6:30
was a crackpot, but no matter how complained that at the Conven- p. m. J. Granville Clark, attorney
level-headed a person was, he also tion of the National Democratic of Russelville will be the principal
had to admit-that the affair set Party at Charleston there had not speaker this year.
Tickets are now on sale for the
dangerous precedents. Most north- been a word said about the "Inern people were rather unconcern- vealon of States by such as the dinner and may be obtained by
ed, but the abolitionists (few in John Brown Raid at Harper's writing or calling Mrs. Josephine
number, but loud in voice) knew Ferry." The same editor reminded Poyner 223 North 6th Street, Maya good thing when they saw it .. his readers that at the Republi- field -director, First Congressional
within a few weeks of the hanging can Convention In Chicago "Hon- District of Democratic Women, or
of John Brown they had changed est Abe Lincoln had denounced Miss Edith Coulter, president of
his character from that of a crazy John Brown, and that perhaps it the Democratic Woman's Club of
Continued on Page Ten
Graves County.
murderer to that of a sanctified
martyr. The abolitionists began to
cry for other such "raids" into the
South, and all over the sauthland
I
the local militia groups became
more and more in earnest in their
war-like preparations.
The South had expected the Investigating Committee to fix the
blame for the John Brown raid,
and they had expected the GovKENTUCKY'S COMMISSIONER OF REVENUE
ernment of the United States to
see to it that in the future such
(In preparing this column for by the person who makes the last
raids would be impossible. The
South got neither of these. The the next few issues of the Fulton sale before the property is used.
Committee was unable—or unwill- Co News, we have used some of This person may, however, pass
ing—to be strong enough to get at the questions most frequently ask- the tax on to the final consumer.
the root of the matter. U. S. Mar- ed of this department. In the fu- If he does, he will use the bracket
shals sent after members of ture, we hope the readers of the prescribed by the Revenue DeBrown's gang returned without Fulton Co. News will send their partment. That is:
Tax Due
them. The marshals had been questions to us at Frankfort to Sales of
None
$ .01 to $ .14
bluffed by armed friends into not have them answered.)
.01
.15 to .44
Q. What is the sales tax and
arresting the men, and even those
.74
.02
.45 to
members jailed as guilty or as when does it go into effect/
.03 and
.75 to 1.14
A. Effective July 1, the new
witnesses had used the time to
play on the sympathies of the sales tax, it is a "vendor' type so forth through each addition dolContinued on Page Ten
abolitionists so that they too were tax, which means the tax is paid

Mrs. Virgil King
Dies Wednesday

100 Years Ago This Week
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Chester Glen Caddas Is Named
New Head Coach At Fulton High School

dren. His wife is a former resident of Calloway County, a graduate of Murray State and a former
teacher. Her parents live in Calloway County.
Their parents living in this area
was the biggest reason of accepting a slightly decrease in salary
In the taking the position here.
He will teach one class in
He is a graduate of Martin High pal was Eltis Henson, a former
School, Martin, Tenn., where his principal and ooach at Calvert Health, two in Biology and the
parents now live. He received his City and later principal of Trigg rest in Physical Education. His
minor in college was in the field
B. S. degree from Murray State County High School.
College in 1957 and his Master of
In 1959 he moved to Waggener of science and his majors were
Science Degree from Indiana Uni- High
School, Louisville, Ky., in Health and Physical Education,
versity this month.
where their was an enrollment of besides History and Social Science.
lie has served as assistant bas- 3,400 pupils. There he served as
Head Coach at Waggener High
ketball, football and track coach assistant coach of football, basket- School, Martin Deirn, had the folat Harrisburg, High School in ball, golf and track.
lowing to say about Fulton High's
Harrisburg, Ill., where his princiHe is married and has two chil- new coach:
"Chester is one of the finest
young coaches that I haee met. He
has been a great addition to our
staff. His untiring interest and devotion-to young people is admireable."
Three Western Kentucky cities as a boost in its airport financing.
Other teachers added to the
will receive $90,000 of the $345,000
Murray's airport plan is in an staff at Fulton High by the board
the state plans to make available advanced stage. Princeton and
in this week's meeting includesi
in airport financing to cities of Fulton have just started making
Miss Paula DeMyer of Fulton,
Kentucky.
preparations for airport projects. with a B. S. degree from Murray
Allocations are Murray and
The $25,000 to Murray is ap- State College. She taught in the
Princeton, $25,000 each and Ful- proximately half of the state's part
Paducah School System last year.
ton, $40,000.
to be provided the city on a dollarThe head supervisor of the PaGlasgow also will get $50,000 matching basis.
ducah City School System had
• Murray has purchased about
this to say concerning Paula's
120 acres of land southwest of
work last year.
Murray in the Penny community.
"Paula is perhaps the finest first
The runway will be 3,700 feet
year teacher, who has come under
long.
my observation in my years of
Princeton and Fulton have apupervisory experience in the Papointed airport commissions and
ducah City School System".
are preparing projects.
Cassie Chambers was selected to
fill the elementary teacher position at Milton School. She is an
At the Fulton County Demoaddition to the Milton faculty,
cratic Convention at Hickman
which now totals four teachers.
Saturday afternoon, 15 delegates
An increase in Milton's enrolland 15 alternates, were elected to
Charles Edward Brooks, 34, of ment necessitated an additional
attend the state and district DemoSouth Fulton, was killed in a teacher.
cratic conventions in Louisville
dump truck accident here at noon
There is a fourth class room at
Saturday.
Tuesday.
Milton which has not been used
Delegates are—Dr. Ward Bushtrt,
Mr. Brooks, a gravel hauler for and now it will be fixed up for use
Joe W. Treas, Al T. Owens, Rod- the J. and Is Construction Co., this school year, Supt. W. L. Holney Miller, Smith Atkins, Mrs. Jo which is laying sewer pipes in the land
said.
We.stpheling Neal Little Repaid Highlands area, was dumping a
She has 23 years of teaching exWilliamson, Gene Lusk, John Rose, load of gravel back of Howard's perience and received her B. S.
j. T. (Turney) Davie, Mrs. Kath- Drive-In in Highlands. When he degree from
Kentucky State Colryn Lannom, Mrs. Ruth Johnson, pulled , the release and the bed
lege in 1952.
Wood Tipton and Dan Whitson. failed to dump, Mr. Brooks got out
Mr. Holland said that the school
Alternates are—Maxwell McDade, of the cab and got under the bed system still needs two
match
Lawrence Holland, Mrs. Martha to release it.
teachers.
Roberts, Hugh Fly, Mrs. Sarah
Mr. Brooks was rushed to HillBushart, Mrs. Claude Shelby, Bill view Hospital here in a Hornbeak
Herring, Harvey Peskin, Mrs. ambulance and was pronounced
Scott DeMyer, Joe Campbell, Mrs. deal by doctors about ten minutes
Harold Rice, Cecil Barnett, Mrs. later.
Robert Lamb
Guy Hale, Homer Roberts and
Mr. Brook's young son, Danny,
John Adams, local constable, is
No matter where Robert Lamb, James A. (Poss) Whipple.
12, was with his Dad when the aca candidate for reelection to the
retired U. S. Postoffice employe
cident occurred.
office of Constable of the 16th Dishappens to be on Sunday morning,
The body is at the Whitnel Funtrict of Obion County in the genIt is a fore-gone conclusion that he
eral Home here.
eral election on Aug. 4.
will attend Sunday School someHe leaves his wife, Mrs. Dorowhere.
thy Brooks; his two sons. Danny TOBACCO MEASUREMENT
John James "Jim" Ethridge of and Terry, 8; his parents, Mr. and
For twenty-nine years, this well
Fulton County's more than 425
known Fulton man, has not missed Fulton died at 2:45 Wednesday Mrs. Luther Brooks of Fulton,
a Sunday School somewhere, and morning at Jones Hospital, after Route 2; three brothers, Glenn, tobacco and cotton farms will beMartin and Billy Brooks, all of gin receiving visitors soon. Apon Sunday morning at the First an extended illness. He was 78.
Mr. Ethridge, a retired Rail- Fulton, Route 2; and a sister, Mrs. proximately 7 reporters chosen on
Methodist Church, he will be given
the basis of their ability and willrecognition by the pastor for this way Express clerk, was born in Ray Terrell of South Fulton.
He was born in Obion County ingness to do careful and accurate
long record of Sunday School at- Weakley County, Tenn., Jan. 28,
tendance. He will be presented a 1872. He was the son of the late July 23, 1925. He had farmed at work have been specially trained
medal, with a bar for each year of Fletcher and Ann Pleasant Eth- McConnell most of his life. He was for acreage measurement work and
perfect Sunday School attendance. ridge. He married Miss Maude employed for a while in Detroit are now beginning the summer job
and later worked for Swift and of checking crop acreages on alMalone in 1903 at Latham.
Sunday he will begin striving
He leaves his wife; three sons, Co. He was a member of the John- lotment and Soil Bank Farms.
for his 30th year of one hundred
James Ethridge of San Antonio, son Grove Baptist Church.
percent Sunday School attendance.
Services will be held at the McTexas, M. E. "Ham" Ethridge of
According to the retired mail
Manchester, Tenn., and Neal Eth- Connell Baptist Church Thursday
carrier, "When away from home,
ridge of Jackson; a daughter, Mrs. afternoon at 2:30. Burial will be
whether on vacation, business or
Willie Dean Siler of Memphis; a in Sandy Branch Cemetery.
By James Browder, Fieldnian
pleasure trip, my plans are always
brother, Claude Ethridge of Kanmade to attend Sunday School on
sas City, Mo.; a sister, Mrs. Belle
Sunday."
Blackard of Latham.
- For several months, DaTry FarmAmong the towns where he has
Services will be held at the
ers have been advised of the danvisited the larger Sunday Schools Hornbeak Funeral Home at 3 p. m.
ger of Antibiotic and Pesticide reare: Little Rock, Springfield, Mo., Thursday. Burial will be in Sunset
Mrs. Kelly Lowe of Fulton, Su- sidues in milk and the likelihood
Hot Springs Ark., Memphis, Bowl- Cemetery at Dresden.
I pervisor of Instruction in Hickman of seizure of products by the Food
ing Green, Princeton, Columbia,
and Carlisle Counties and presi- and Drug Administration. There
S. C. Jackson, Tenn., Mayfield,
RUMMAGE SALE
I dent of the local B&PW Club, was has since been some seizures of
Madisonville, Nashville, Sheffield,
There will be a rummage sale! speaker at the Lions Club meeting milk and manufactured products
Decatur, Ala., St. Louis, Mo. and
Friday and Saturday in the build- Friday at the Park Terrace.
containing pesticide residues. The
Tulsa, Okla.
ing on Commercial Avenue next to
She spoke on "The Coordination surveillance testing of the Food
Mr. Lamb says, "Before I can the News Office. Doors open at 8: I and Cooperation of Civic Clubs
and Drug Adm. is continuing, and
remember, I was attending Sunday a. m.
for Community Improvement."
we can expect more seizures, so it
School at Mt. Moriah church, east
becomes clear that an all-out drive
of Fulton. At the age of 18 I was
with milk producers must be startmade Sunday School superintened at once. The problem arises on
dent of that church. I have served
the farm—and it must be solved
In this capacity at three churches
there.
and an-. a past president of the
The common problem is that
Morman B. Daniel class at the
seizures and the bad publicity will
First Methodist Church."
Carlos Lannom, principal of office of Superintendent Heart
He became a Christian in Aug- Fulton County High School re- Darnell is up. Robert L. Summers reduce the sale of milk and milk
products. The cooperation of the
ust, 1909, joining the Methodist
signed Friday night as the county has been elected to succeed Darchurch, six miles east of Fulton, board of education, torn by a feud, nell, but a majority of the board dairy farmer must be obtained by
getting the facts to him and the
during the pastorate of the late
met for its second meeting in two has asked that the action be resolving the probRev. E. M. Mathis, who later serscinded and another superintend- suggestions for
weeks.
lem.
ved as pastor of the First MethoLannom gave no reason for the ent, who has no part in the school
dist Church here.
The Food and Drug Adm. has
resignation. It was accepted by factionalism, be hired.
Summers has rejected the idea, set a zero tolerance for pesticide
the board.
CONTRACT AWARDED
After a meeting of about 45 saying his contract is valid. He is and antibiotic residues in milk and
milk products. This means that a
At a meeting of the South Ful- minutes the board, together with scheduled to take office July 1.
Earl Taylor, chairman of the trace of either will not be allowed.
ton City Council Monday night Rodney Miller, a Fulton attorney,
the contract for building the new conducted a closed session which board, told a reporter after the Milk products tested and found to
addition to the city hall was lasted for more than two hours. meeting that the closed session contain either of these have been
awarded to Von Stephens. He and
At the end 'if the closed meet- had to do with "the top spot." seized, at a consequent loss to prothe architect are to work out bids ing, the board adpourned to meet This was taken to mean that they cessors and their producers. This
were discussing the superintend- bad publicity hurts consumer conon material, so that the work can again on June 28.
Continued on Pape Tea
begin soon. ,
That is just before the term of ent's job.

Chester Glen Caddas has been selected as head football
and basketball coach at Fulton High School. He succeeds
Charlie Thomas, who resigned recently to accept a position elsewhere.
Mr. Caddas accepted the position Wednesday morning, following his selection by the Fulton City Board of
Education.

Area Cities, Including Fulton,
To Get State Airport Funds

Robert Lamb To Delegates To
Be Honored
Demo Convention
Are Elected

Charles Brooks Killed
In Truck Accident

John Adams Is
Constable Candidate

John Ethridge
Dies Wednesday

Swift's Dairy News

Mrs. Lowe Speaks
To Lions Club

Carlos Lannom Quits Fulton
County High Principal Post
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Careers A-plenty In Home Economics
tions; retail stores; advertising agenHigh school students looking ahead
cies; commercial and financial comto college might well consider the
panies; trade associations; institutions
field of home economics for future (management and dietetics work in
career possibilities. Few professions
hospitals, clubs, hotels, restaurants,
can match it for job variety and availschools, colleges); and independent
ability, salary offerings and reward
careers as free-lance consultants.
opportunities, reports the American
There was a time, not long ago,
Home Economics Association. Now in
when all home economics majors were
its 51st year, this association has been
girls. Interestingly, in the last five
instrumental in advancing home ecoyears, this has changed and, today,
nomics both as a challenging subject
many men are opening the door to
of study and as an exciting, rewarding
the business world through the home
career.
economics classroom. For example, a
major in this field may someday beAs a field of study, home economcome a restaurant manager or a colics is a "two-for-one" investment, relege professor; or he may find his
minds AHEA. It educates the student
also
niche as executive of a business firm.
for a professional career and
successThe boy Pursuing interior design may
teaches the fundamentals of
ng
homemaki
eventually find himself decorating an
ful family living. Such
value,
us
tremendo
ultra-modern Caribbean hotel. On the
know-how has
girls
three
every
other hand, if he majors in food and
since two out of
It
degree.
"Mrs."
a
nutrition, he may choose a career in
eventually earn
mastudents
male
to
institutional management.
asset
is also an
of
most
,
economics
home
joring in
Home economics is rated by many
whom someday will assure responsiexperts as among the most satisfying
bility for family welfare.
and interesting of professional careers. The reason is that home ecoThe roll-call for professional canomics offers students three very dereers open to college-trained home
sirable factors: personal satisfaction,
economist includes careers in teacha chance to be an individual, and oping and extension service; in manuportunity for continued intellectual
facturing companies; public utilities;
pursuit.
magazines, newspapers and publish—Bardstown Standard
staing houses; radio and television

A Nation Without Cars
Imagine, if you can, a deathly still
nation over the Fourth of July, its
streets deserted of motor vehicles,
every car behind locked garage doors.
Think of it—no traffic on the
streets. No trucks, buses, cars or whatnot clogging the streets and highways
during the three-day holiday. No din
of honking horns and blaring car
radios and screeching tires. ..
Think of it ...
No trips to Grandma's house. No
weekend outings. No one taking a vacation.
Of course, this is strictly fantasy.
We're a motorized nation—a nation
on wheels, a nation of people whose
life is geared to the motor vehicle.
If we were ordered to keep our car
In the garage for three days, we'd set
up a fuss and holler that would be

heard 'round the world. And rightly
so!
The National Safety Council, founded in 1913 to prevent all kinds of accidents, has always encouraged Americans to have fun over the holidays, to
take trips, to get outdoors and enjoy
life. But it points out—realistically, it
seems to us—that you can't have fun
and enjoy life very well from a wheelchair. . . or a grave! So please be sure
to use extra care to meet the extra
danger!
Everyone agrees the auto and all it
has brought to this nation are marvelous.

But the auto was never intended to
be an instrument of death—over the
Fourth of July holiday or any time of
the year. So use it properly!
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There you are, Junior.
Switzerland, Italy, Monte Carlo
Congratulations to Mrs. Virginia
and France.
Furlong of Fulton, who on June
received her Master's degree
the 15
Hugh Fly has on SilIe at
from Southern Illinois University.
invention
Derby "the greatest
She is a graduate of Fulton High,
since sliced bread", he says. It is
Bruton's sweet mild snuff wafters
We would like to wish happy
—in packages like mints—at 20 birthday to City Judge H. H.
cents a pack.
Perce. The judge celebrated his
birthday Friday and was presentTucker Brown and J. E. Wil- ed a nice gift by the folks over at
liams are planning to open soon on the city hall.
East Fourth Street a miniature
bowling alley and entertainment
Linda Rogers of South Fulton
center.
furnished piano music for the
The center will be located in a Obion County 4-H club cotton
couple of buildings owned by Mr dress revue on Tuesday of last
Williams south of Pure Milk Co. week. at the First Baptist church
The place has been etimpletely re- cafeteria in Union City.
modeled and a new awning put up
The contest was split into three
out front. The place looks nice. divisions and winners were named
openan
for
newspaper
this
Watch
in each. In the senior division
ing ad.
third honors went to Linda Thorpe
of South Fulton, daughter of Earl
I promised my teenage cousin, Thorpe.
Junior Gunter of Paris, Tenn., a
In the junior division the first
writeup this week in my column.
place award went to Anna Hardy
also
Perry,
Don
buddy,
He and his
of South Fulton, daughter of Mr.
of Paris, were though here Monand Mrs. W. W. Hardy. The winmotorcycles,
day morning on their
ner 'modeled a black and white
on their way to Clinton to see
check dress which featured butterJunior's Dad, seeking permission
fly sleeves and a full, gathered
to make a trip on to St. Louis.
skirt. There were rows of lace
around the skirt and sleeves.

KITS-711

WPSD-TV

PROGRAM SCHEDULE

CHANNEL 12

Turning Back The Clock-June 21, 11141
Hartley H. Gillum, 65. member
of the Mayfield police department
for 15 years, was killed almost instantly and two other police were
severely wounded Sunday night
when they were shot by Sam Moss,
negro, of Mayfield. Gillum, accompanied by Patrolman Dennis
Vaughn and State Patrolman Steve
Roberts, both of whom were
wounded. and Patrolman Bill
Peters, who escaped injury, had
gone to the Moss home in South
Mayfield on a liquor raid. They
arrived about 6 o'clock and found
a gallon of whiskey, a keg and
several jars and jugs, but no one
was at home, Peters said. They
withdrew and watched the house
until Moss, a former restaurant
cook, came home about 7:15.
The officers surrounded the
house, with Gillum and Vaughn in
the front and Roberts and Peters
in the rear. Moss came to the door
with a shotgun and fired at Gillum. Vaughn ran to the rear, and
Moss followeViim, firing at him
and Roberts, Peters said. Vaughn
was hit in the right arm and right
side. Roberts' pistol was shot out
of his hand and he was also hit

In the stomach. Moss also fired at
Peters but missed him and then
disappeared.
Gillum was dying by the time
assistance came, and the wounded
officers were rushed to the hospital.
A posse was organized, composed of officers and 'citizens', to
search for the negro who was
slightly crippled. The Moss home
was searched, even to the roof, and
after the posse left, it burned to
the ground. It is thought that the
posse set fire to it.
Moss was killed early Wednesday morning under the home of
Joe Parrott, negro, near the railroad tracks in Mayfield.
Frank Wiggins, local agent for
the Prudential Insurance office,
was awarded a trip to the National Convention in Chicago June 2021, with all expenses paid.
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Smith Atkins, local insurance
dealer, was painfully injured in a
fall in Union City Monday afternoon. Mr. Atkins' foot slipped on
the wet payment and he fell,
striking his head against the hinge
of his car door. He was given
treatment in Union City.
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tend to exempt the vast majority of
By Rev. Gerard Rooney, C. P.
our citizens from the usual shocks of
Editor of The Sign
economic hardship.
There is a big difference between a
BUT WHAT of our standard of life?
standard of living and a standard of
From all sides, in recent examinations
life. With the exception of editors of
of the national conscience, we hear
Pravda and Izvestia, everyone admits
warnings of ease: easy standards of
that Americans enjoy the highest
easy ways of divorce, easy
religion,
standard of living in the world. When
easy standards of dissystems,
credit
it comes to a standard of life, our posicipline in the home, easy opportunition is less favorable.
ties for all kinds of shelfish, sensual
TV QUIZ scandals served to touch
indulgence. It's about as fine a system
off considerable discussion about our
as anyone could ask for rotting a nastandards of right and wrong, our true tion.
goals in life. The apparent ease with
How can VI(7e check the decay?
which so many Americans accepted
AMERICAr desperately needs great
deceit, perjury, and betrayal of public
leadership. M the American people
confidence caused many speakers and
there are great, untapped reserves of
writers across the nation to wonder
spiritual energy. By God's grace and'
what had happened to our moral fibwith adequate leadership, these reer.
can be released. But we need
serves
adOn the good side, it must be
p. We need great political
leadershi
has
mitted that America, since 1776,
p; not the superficial politicleadershi
humaniadvanced far in the field of
us we never had it so good,
telling
ian
thirtthe
tarianism. Especially since
but the statesman telling us we never
es, our social legislation shows conhave faced so grave a crisis for surcern for social justice and regard for
vival, under threat of strong enemies
"the little fellow." Our superb syswithout and moral decay within.
tems of hospitals, insurance plans,
We need inspired leadership in edupension plans, and social security
cation. Americans now know that, of
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Oujda Jewell
I understand that Constable
John Adams of South Fulton is
seeking reelection in the general
election on Aug. 4, and I would
like to hand out a bit of praise to
that young man.
It is my opinion that John and
his twin-brother, James, a member of the South Fulton police
force, are two of the finest police
officers the town has ever had.
They are friendly, cooperative,
honest and always seem to be on
the ball. I like fellows like the
Adams brothers! They make fine
citizens and fine police officers,
too.
My mother. Mrs. Leland Jewell,
is the smartest one! You know,
she is associated with the Supreme
Forest Woodmen Circle, and she
got so many prospects that she
won a trip, with hotel expenses
paid, to Miami, Fla. this month,
where the company's national convention is being held.
As we plan to take our yearly
vacation trip about the sixth of
August—this year going to Canada—Mother has decided to take
the money, instead of making the
trip to Florida.
If you think I've been turning
grey lately, you are mistaken. I
decided I would paint some yard
furniture, and as the result I have
white paint in my hair.
I was glad to hear a labor leader
over TV the other night, urging
employers to hire the "over 40"
employees. He went on to say
that a survey showed that the
"over 40" employees were more
capable and miss work less than
younger employees.
I'm not 40, or over, but if I had
a business of my own, I think I
would prefer to hire older, more
responsible people. As the man
said, "Capability knows no age
limit."
We were sorry to hear that Rol-

lie Miller of River Rouge, Mich.,
a former Fulton resident, is very
ill and has been admitted to a
hospital there. Mrs. Jewell McClain of South Fulton went to
River Rouge about seven weeks
ago to be with her daughter, Mrs.
Miller, during her operation. Since
then, Mr. Miller took ill and Mrs.
McClain has had to remain in
River Rouge.
Friends tell us that Hugh Rushton's bones just won't take hard
work any more. He was helping a
friend out on his farm recently
and broke a rib. Hugh, you'll have
to blame certain friends of yours,
for this little notice.

Back a couple of years ago
when Mother, Daddy, Roma Satterfield and I made our trip to
California, out in Texas we stayed
at "Colonial Manor," a beautiful
colonial type home, with tourist
cottages in the rear. It was a lovely place, and it was then and there
that I decided that I would someday name my home "Jewell Manor".
Don't you think that's nice?
Now, if you ever refer to our
home, you'll know what to call it.
The dictionary says "manor"
is the house or hall of an estate.
How about the estate? Well, that's
our big back yard.
Mrs. J. T. Howard, widow of the
late J. T. Howard of Hickman, left
Thursday for St. Louis, where she
joined a group of Monsanto Chemical company research employes on
a chartered tour of Europe, flying
both ways. They left for Europe
Friday.
Countries on the itinerary include England, Holland, Germany,
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some old brick pillars at the R. Q.
Moss home on Paschall Street recently and found an interesting
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1918 Ford cars".
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County Schools May Receive As Much
As $83,000 In Additional Funds
Fulton County schools may receive as much as $83,000 in additional funds from the state in the
1960.61 school year, Superintendent Bear! Darnell said today.
In addition, the district's school
children will benefit handsomely
from the state government's full
financing, for the first time, of the
free textbook program.
The extra benefits for education
in Fulton County, Superintendent
Darnell explained, are made possible. by the state's new revenue
program, which includes the sales
tax, effective July 1.
Estimates, based on 1959-60
figures of the State Department of
Education, indicate that Fulton
County could possibly receive
$306,000 in state funds under the
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•CHESTNUT GLADE •McCONNELL NEWS
Mrs. Harvey Vaughn •

"The new revenue program will
provide much needed relief to education in our district," Darnell
said. He added that the additional
funds would enable the school district to provide better transportation for pupils, more free textbooks, more classroom space and
better equipment, a broader course
of studies and higher instructional
salaries.
Wendell P. Butler, Sate Superintendent of Public Instruction,
said in advising local school districts of the funds, "Our legislature has done well in carrying out
the will of the people, who demanded better schooling for Kentucky's children."
Because of the legislature's increase in appropriations for free
textbooks, every child in grades
one through eight in the public
schools will be given all the necessary books for the first time. Also.
for the first time, free textbooks
will be provided to high school
students in certain areas.
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Pursuant To House Bill 35, Kentucky Legislature KRS 61.160, The Fulton County Courthouse, Hickman,Kentucky, Will Be Open All
Day Wednesdays The Year Around And Will
Be Closed All Day Each Saturday Beginning
June 18, 1960.
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$1,000,000 To Be Spent On
Pupil Transportation This Year
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When the fisherman goes to
Kentucky Dam Village State Park,
Miss Betty Welch, employed at his family generally goes with him.
The very fine rain of Monday
was welcomed in this community Memphis, spent the weeek-end
This is because the park on
Over $1,000,000 in additional pupil transportation safety records
where many were eager for a to- with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Kentucky Lake, the greatest toursaid Vickers, "and
bacco setting season. Most planting Ligon Welch.
ist attraction in the Tennessee Val- state funds will be spent on pupil In the nation,"
Mrs. Ben Overby has returned ley Authority's chain of lakes, transportation during the 1960-61 by effectively utilizing the addiin this community will be comto her home in Franklin, Tennes- doesn't restrict its recreation fa- school year, Wendell P. Butler, tional revenue and continuing our
pleted in the next few days.
State Superintendent of Public In- training and supervising of drivSeveral visitors were in the see, after having visited her dau- cilities to fishing.
ers, we will continue to have such
There are an 18-hole golf course, struction said todiy.
community during the past week- ghter, Mrs. H. E. McCord and
a high rating."
weeks.
for
several
$7,P62,000
will
be
family
"An
estimated
a
sandy
beach
and
bathhouse,
a
end. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert MorHe pointed out that workshops
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
N.
provided
the
local
school
districts
Wilson
and
stable
of
riding
horses,
tennis
and
rison and children from Memphis
for bus drivers are held periodicalMrs.
Atlas
proMr.
and
Brewer
the
state's
new
revenue
and
by
badminton courts, a dining room
visited Mr. and Mrs. Orvin Morly and that more comprehensive
rison. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wilson sons of Martin, also Mrs. Frances and coffee shop, a gift and sou- gram, including the sales tax," workshops will be held in the fuand children from Union City Perry of Dresden visited Miss venir shop, a picnic area with said Butler. Local districts receiv- ture.
were also visitors in the Morrison Anna Lou Caldwell and family grills, a children's playground, a ed $6,843,200 in state funds during
camping area, water skiing and the 1959-60 school year.
home. Mr. and Mrs. Wilma Jones Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Clark and boating.
Butler added, "'The additional
NEW PLANT
from Mt. Vernon Ill. spent the
Year around fishing. of course, revenue will greatly relieve overweek-end with Mr. and Mrs. Dur- daughter, Mary, and Mr. and Mrs.
Frankfort, June — Hooker
Gill
spent
Charley
crowded
conditions
in
pupil
transFriday fishing is the big lure at this park with
rel Terrell Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Chemical Corp., Niagara Falls,
Whitver from Nashville spent the on Kentucky Lake near Big two complete boat docks. Along its portation throughout the state and N Y., will build a new multimilSandy,
Tenn.
will
enable
the
school
districts
to
2,380
miles
of
mostly
wooded
week-end with Mrs. Forrest Roglion-dollar plant in Greenup CounMiss Edna Earl True of Union shoreline, amid the rocks or under continue their programs of providers and Darrel. Miss Rebecca
ty, according to Lt. Gov. Wilson
ing
City
spent
safer
and
more
Sunday
afternoon
comfortable
with
overhanging bushes, big catches of
Hagler and Mr. Doug Phillips
Wyatt. The plant will be at South
Miss
transportation
for
Anna
Lou
Caldwell.
the
youth
of
largemouth bass, striped bass,
from St. Louis spent the weekend
Share on the Ohio River. The
Kentucky."
Mr. Donnie Pugh spent last crappie, bluegill, catfish and sauwith Mrs. Elnora Vaughan.
synthetic pheJohn L. Vickers, Director of the plant will produce
week visiting relatives in Jackson, ger can be made. Also some small
nol.
Mrs. Jim Burke, Mrs. Elnora Tennessee.
mouth bass and grass pickerel are Division of Pupil Transportation,
Vaughan, and Mrs. Harvey VauMr. David and Larry Parrish re- caught. Night fishing is a popular State Department of Education,
ghan attended the Weakley Coun- turned home Tuesday after visiting
said today, "Every district in the
ty Council of Home Demonstration their aunt. Mrs. Cody Fankbonner sport.
The 184-mile-long lake, one of state providing pupil transportaClubs at Dresden Saturday. A and husband of Salem, Illinois for
the largest man-made in the tion will benefit from the increascounty wide picnic for all club several days.
ti.4,11.X.
world, is formed by Kentucky ed revenue and we will be able to
members and visitors was planned.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Cashon of Dam across the Tennessee River. provide a more comprehensive The Sensational New Invention
More information concerning this Palmersville and Mrs. 011ie CashSutherland's "MD" Trues
The dam, largest in the T. V. A. transportation system for the more
will be announced soon.
than 330,000 elementary and secon of Fulton have leased the Pan- chain, cost 115 million dollars.
No Belts — No Straps —
The Chestnut Glade Home Dem- Am Service Station - Cafe from
No Odors
Lodging at the park is designed ondary school students who are
onstration Club will meet in the Reynolds Brothers, Union City. to accommodate any sized family. transported to school each year."
Approved by Doctors — The
Over 4,300 school buses are now
home of Mrs. J. T. Simpson Thurs- This business was formerly known There are modern housekeeping
World's Most Comfortable
day at 1:30 P. M. All members are as the "Oak Heights Restaurant". cottages with one, two or three in use in Kentucky, said Vickers,
Truss
expected and visitors are cordially We welcome these newcomers in bedrooms completely furnished, or and "the additional revenue will
enable us to add more and better
invited. Mrs. Jo Larson the Home our midst.
comfortable lodge rooms.
Fulton
Agent is expected at this meeting.
Mr. Tommie Osteen spent Mon408 Lake St.
Kentucky Dam Village is at Gil- bum."
"Kentucky has one of the finest
The small daughter of Mr. and day night with Mr. Nathan Le- bertsville in far-western Kentucky
Mrs. Jap Elliott has been a pati- Cornu. Mrs. Dorothy LeCornu and near Paducah and Calvert
41111111•111=111MIIIIIIIIIIMINF
ent at the Obion County Hospital Jones is hospitalized at the Obion City, atomic energy and chemical
County
General
Hospital,
Union
the past week.
centers. Shopping centers and
City. We wish for her a speedy theaters are located in
nearby
Several friends and relatives
recovery.
towns.
enjoyed a barbecued chicken supCongratulations are extended to
Things to see in the area inper with Mr. and Mrs. Durrel TerMr. and Mrs. Bobby Parham on clude the Kelly
Furnace, where
rell Saturday night honoring her
the birth of a baby son born at the
steel making originated, the birthbirthday.
Onion County General Hospital, place
of radio at Murray, the 68,Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Union City, on Friday, June 3rd.
000-acre Kentucky birthplace of
Ray Terrell and Melody, Mr. and
Recent visitors in the home of
Mrs. Wilma Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Charley Gill were: Irvin Cobb and Alben Barkley's
Irvin Brundige, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Mr. and Mrs. George Kennedy of home and memorial at Paducah,
Nix, Mr. and Mrs. Ches Morrison, Martin, Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Clark construction of Barkley Dam on
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan. and daughter, Mary, Mrs. Dale Cumberland River which will form
Needless to say this was a very Flatt and Camelia of Fulton, Mrs. another large lake, Jefferson Davis
Monument (third largest in world)
pleasant occasion.
L. D. Dedrnon, Mr. and Mrs. 11. A.
at Fairview, and prehistoric burial
Mr. and Mrs. Barrel Wright and Clifton, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
city at Wickliffe.
Mike are vacationing for a few Robey of Water Valley, Ky.
days in Florida following attending a Tom's Sales meeting in CoHARDINSBURG
lumbus Ga.
Hardinsburg, Ky., established in
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Graves and 1780, originally was a frontier fort
children from Fayetteville, Tennes- built by Capt. William Hardin,
see spent the weekend with Mr. known to the Indians as "Big Wallohee, Cloche and Time
Bill."
and Mrs. D. J. Jones.
near el AU Kinds Lore
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Miller,
ready Repaired at Low Coo
STRIP MINE
Magdaline and Patty from Akron,
1141.—
Some of the nation's largest strip
Ohio are visiting relatives in the
ANDREWS
operations
are
centered
mine
community.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilt Morrison from around Madisonville and Central
Rector, Arkansas visited Mr. and City, Kentucky.
Mrs. Orvin Morrison last Wednesday. Other dinner guests were Mr.
and Mrs. Becham Grissom and son
and daughter, Mr. Bill Melton, Mr.
and Mrs. Ches Morrison, Donna
Wilson. and Bob Williams.
OUT WHERE THE COUNTRY CAN
TEAR A TRUCK TO PIECES—
We have complete stocks
(Last Week)

Minimum Foundation Program in
the forthcoming school year. This
compares with $217,523 which the
school district received in the
1959-60 school year.

Mrs_ L. T. Caldwell •

Dam Village Park
Is Family Resort

te

The Brothere
We-ROPY
Pow?.
Rankers
temre
Wrethor
Snorts
nuncios
Laramie
Cannosiba•
Deco,
M-Ibmtad
Manhunt
Slatitheerk
Wawa
Jack Peer
sirs Off

4 YEARS OLD
Also Available in 5-Year Bottled In Bond
Fifths- $4.75 Pints - $2.95 Half Pints - $1.50
90 Proof • Straight Bourbon Whiskey
4 Years Old
HIRAM WALKER & SONS. INC- PEORIA. ILL.

Dayton V-Belts

Chevy
middleweights
1 3 more
get/
work done
in a day!

for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
FULTON
PHONE 201

Enjoy this "Summer Resort"
in LOUISVILLE!

Where'they used to deliver 2..100
gallons of liquefied petroleum gas
In other trucks, Petrolane Gas
Service of Long Beach, California.
can now deliver 3,500 gallons a
day! That's 7 days a week usually,
over back trails and up into high
rock country with maximum GVW
loads. And with Chevy's TorsionSpring Ride paving every foot of
the way!"You don't get any more
foiling on washboard roads than
you do in a passenger car, or any
sidesway on curves," says driver
Bernie Stone. -I used to take some
rough roads at from 5 to 8 miles
an hour. Now I can go 30 over
them." Petrolane has over 200
Chevrolets hauling for them.

June MP
Life-Riley
Porrre
„prn Bowie

, Weather
I @porta
Huntley
O Walton Train
Price is Meat
if0007
I Tote
Your Life
0 Pm are Pei
Phil Sliver
I New.
Jack Parr
Man OW

pairs

er Is our
That is
at, elfielvice and
pairs. It
ring you

;ion

me 307

For Vacations, Week-ends
or Just a "Welcome Change!"

If you think we're excited about
Chevy's independent front suspension, you ought to talk to the truck
owners who are profiting by it.
Theyll tell you Chevy's torsionspring design is the hottest thing
to hit the industry since trucks began. Drive one—that's the proof,
short and sweet.

laseyeer lots of familial "vacationed" at ths Brown
Suburban Hotel, and had the times of their lives. This
year, there'll be even morel — and the money they save
oa transportation will often pay for the entire vacation!
* A molly booutriul ralowolng peon

Sooutlhol now "loolvr010 town"
olorrelogo,
banourota (roars 25011

I.. dances, parties,

* Louisville's host

restaurant—

dancing every weekday eiveningl

* Right en the

*deo of loolovIgio—

woo roopl
* Completely

* TolovIsloo

M every bedr00010

* ecata, !Iloilo, $5 ho $5.50—
doublak, $11 to $12
* Writs or toloploono

* Poor parkInal

WORTH MORE BECAUSE THEY WORK MORE! CHEVROLET SEIRD1-13111TRUCKS
See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer

I.e Iii

Infonnationi

THE BROWN SUBURBAN HOTEL
Bardstown Road at Watterson Expressway, Louisville
Telephone: GLeridale 8-3201

TAYLOR CHEVROLET--BUICK,INC...,
104 East Fourth Street

Fulton
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Miss Ruth Caldwell Weds Ensign Hendon Wright In
Impressive Double-Ring Ceremony At Union City

and scabbard were then crossed
in front of the cake, which was
topped by a miniature bride and
ensign.
Mrs. James White, Union City,
presided at the register. Others assisting at the reception were Mes(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
dames Bob White, Harry Murphy,
Gus Bard, Eugene DeMyer, M. W.
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
Haws. William F. Clark, Bernard
Houston, Felix Gossum, Sr., EuWalker
preof
series
Climaxing the
gene Hilliard, Leslie Weeks, Miss
BarMiss
DeMyer,
Paula
Miss
Miss
honoring
nuptial parties
Mayme Bennett, and Miss Mary
bara Armstrong, Miss Sandra
Anne Adams and her fiance, Rich..
Jo Westpheling, all of Fulton;
Leslie
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Armstrong,
ard Armstrong, was a beautifully
Miss Barbara Thornton and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Carmen
planned rehearsal dinner given by Boggess,
David Caldwell, Union city; Miss
and
RudeII
Parks,
Mr.
Mrs.
Parks,
the
at
Adams
M.
W.
Mr. and Mrs.
Jane Satterfield, Trenton, TennesMrs. Isaac Ford, Jim Peprivate dining room of the Park Mr. and
see; Mrs. Lillian Blagg, Nashville.
Lt.
Bill
Paul
Zimmerman,
loff,
the
Terrace on Saturday evening,
Tennessee; Mrs. Bob Taylor, Ds
eighteenth of June nineteen-hun- King, Mrs. Walter Voelpel and the
ersburg, Tennessee; Mrs. W. C
dred-and-sixty. The dinner follow- host and hostess.
Ing, Bowling Green. Kentucky:
ed the rehearsal at the First Methand Miss Edith Larrabee, Portsodist Church.
The Hammond Organ Society
mouth, Virginia.
When the couple left, the bride
The tables were arranged in U- enjoyed a picnic at, the Fulton
was wearing a white knit Cortina
shape. The bride's table was cen- Country Club Tuesday evening.
sports outfit. She wore the orchid
tered with an arrangement of
On Friday night, May 27, a serfrom her bridal bouquet.
white gladioli and crysanthemums,
Upon returning from their wedfrom which extended matching ies of pre-nuptial events planned
ding trip to Ashland, North Carosatin-covered hearts, which were to honor Miss Beverly Lacewell,
lina, Ensign and Mrs. Wright will
connected with a long silver-scat- bride-elect of Gene Miller, of
remain in Fulton a few days betered arrow. At either side of the Como, Tenn., began with a defore moving to Pensacola, Florida
floral arrangement were branched lightful household shower given
where Ensign Wright will be stasilver candelabra, holding tall by Mrs. Bobby McConnell, Mrs.
tioned at the Naval Air Station.
white candles. Other candelabra Billy Green, Misses Alma and
guests included
Judy Green at the lovely new
Out-of-town
were placed on the side tables.
Mrs. W. E. Ezzell, Paducah, KenA delicious three-course dinner home of Mr. and Mrs„Green north
of McConnell.
tucky; Senator and Mrs. J. Murwas served.
ray Blue, Providence, Kentucky;
For the dinner, miss Adams
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Dicken.
wore a trousseau sheath frock of
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Neeley were
Lexington, Kentucky; Mrs. M. V.
ice-blue linen, embroidered in hosts to a delightful "cook out
Young, Memphis; Mrs. D. M.
small designs of white. The deep Saturday evening at their home on
Baird. Pensacola; Misses Sarah V
square neckline and the brief Forestdale. The affair was planned
and Katharine Clements, Jackson
sleeves were bound with blue in honor of their daughter, CaroTennessee; Mr. and Mrs. W. G.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Harrison of 310 Carr Street, Fullinen. Her accessories were white. lyn, and her finance, Robert McWashNewton,
Newton,
Claude
honthe
The guest list included
Alister, and the guest list included
ton, announce the approaching marriage of their daughington, D. C.; Mr. and Mrs. Thomorees, Colonel and Mrs. Richard friends of the bridal couple.
ofson of Mr. -and Mrs. Raythe
with
cake
Ensign and Mrs. Hendon Wright cut their wedding
as Bigger, Tullahoma, Tennessee; ter, Judy, to Gary Bennett,
Armstrong II, Mr. and Mrs. Richin the time- honored tradition of the United States Naval Mr. Joe Ridgeway, Belleville, Illi- mond Bennett of Fulton.
sword
fleet's
ard Armstrong III, Rev, and Mrs.
Miss Carolyn Neeley, whose Academy. The reception was held in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
nois; Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Lane,
J. L. Leggett, Mr. and Mrs. Julius marriage to Robert McAlister will Caldwell in Fulton.
The wedding will be solemnized in the church parMorehead, Kentucky; Mr. and
Martin, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas be solemnized here this weekend,
Mrs. Waller Gore, Mr. and Mrs. lor of the First Bapist Church in Fulton on July 23,
Hart Berry, Miss Carol Armstrong, was the inspiration for a lovely
In a ceremony with the military tradition of An- George
Emerson, Clinton, KenJohn Laida, the church minister, officiatMiss Phyllis Bussey, Miss Karen Coke party last Wednesday night
napolis Miss Ruth Caldwell and Ensign Hendon Wright, tucky: Miss Carol Callahan, Manor with the Rev.
Ford, Miss Marilyn Kay Parks, at the home of Mrs. Howard HenJr. were wed at the Cumberland Presbyterian Church, Club Estate, Maryland; Mrs. Rob- ing.
Charlie Wycliff, James Foster, derson at Union City.
ert Henry Strand, Quantico, VirDunVarden,
Rudy Heath, GayIon
Union City, Tennessee, Sunday, June 19, 1960.
Miss Harrison was a member of the 1960 graduatginia; Mrs. Eugene J. Chancy,
can Bushart, Max Parks, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry L. Brandon
grad1960
the
of
six
uniforms,
dress
white
Wearing
Charles
Dotham,
Alabama;
Vahlat Fulton High School. She is now employed
class
ing
Mrs. Rodney Miller, Miss Janice have returned from a European
Academy served as kamp, Paducah, Kentucky; Mr. by Southern Bell Telephone Company in Fulton.
tour which included France, Italy, uates of the United States Naval
and Mrs. Rupert Hornsby, Mr. and
Austria, Germany and England. groomsmen for their classmate, Ensign Wright. Also a
Mr. Bennett is a 1958 graduate of Fulgham High
Mrs. Robert Sanger, and Mr. and
They live at Guatemala City,
cousin,
groom's
the
was
party
wedding
member of the
Mrs. Guy Hale, all of Hickman. School and is employed by the Henry I. Siegel Co. of
where Mr. Brandon is associated
Penof
N.
S.
U.
Miss Edith Larrabee,
Kentucky.
Commander
Baird,
McDade
South Fulton.
with Union Oil Company of Cali- Dr. Daniel
Portsmouth, Va. Mrs. Charles
fornia. He has returned to his sacola. Florida.
and
Holt,
Nashville, Tennessee,
The .couple will leave on a short honeymoon and
duties in Guatemala City and Mrs.
The bride is the daughter of Washington, D. C., cousin of the Mr. Albert Lawson, Caruthersville,
Brandon and daughters. Daryl
return to Fulton to make their home.
then
Binford, Fulton; Missouri. Mrs. Herman Howard
and Kim, will remain in Fulton Mrs. Howard Caldwell, Union groom; Bailey
Fulton. Jr., Covington, Mrs. Edwin MorSpeight,
11111111111114.11tilli
Mac
Donald
and
Harvey
Robert
Mr.
and
for a few weeks visiting with rela- City,
$800
UP
a miniature white naval row and Mr. and -Mrs. Sam Gilkey
tives. She is the former Nelle Siz- Caldwell, Fulton, Kentucky. The Wearing
, and Mrs. Ben
TO
groom's parents are Mr. and Mrs. uniform, Stephen Wallace Baird, of Mayfield, Ky,
zle.
Pensacola, served as ring bearer. Howard Jr. of Baltimore, Md.
Hendon Wright, Sr., Fulton.
on your
Mrs. Howard Caldwell. the moAgainst a background of gladiMr. and Mrs. Hugh Fly have
of the bride, wore a DuBarry
ther
Rev.
SIGNATURE
the
candles
and
greenery,
been in Chicago for the past few ola,
More important than the kitchen drain are the ripen that
chifRichard S. Coons officiated at the original of powder blue silk
days.
AUTOMOBILE
comwas
which
taffeta,
and
the human system'.
fon
drain
double ring ceremony. Centering
Mr. and Mrs. Lawson Roper, replimented with a bodice of matchFURNITURE
Bladder. Surat Glands. and especially that little
Rossi.,
Mrs. Chloe Prince and daughter, the chancel was a myriad arrangeing lace. A pink jeweled hat and turned Sunday evening from a two
Penny, and son, Phillip, of Ben- ment of white gladiola, stock, and
day
antiseptic lubrication into the tosser boviels
of
drops
Duct
that
Convention
PostKentucky
Choose the plan to best
either side matching crystal jewelry cornton. Ark, have been here for a few huckleberries. On
al Supervisors and the Auxiliary
shoulder
Her
fit your needs. Everyensemble.
the
pleted
the
Bladder.
from
6411
to
extended
days visiting her sister, Mrs. Kelly clusters of greenery
thing held in strict concorsage was pink cimbidium or- of the National Association of
If an% of there piper give sou trouble, causing `sausea. Gas.
Lowe and brother, Jack Graves. form a floral setting for the wedPostal Supervisors, held in the
fidence. High payments
ding party. Silver candelabra chids.
Hotel
LaFayette
in
Headache, dull pains In lower right side, sometimes
Bloating,
Lexington,
in—or
reduced. Come
The mother of the groom. Mrs.
Mrs. Helen Link of Florida is held the white tapers which were
Kentucky.
or
try 0-Lis-ER Salts in full glans of water
back,
Constipation.
Trano
De
a
wore
ceremony
Wright,
o'clock
Hendon
phon• for quickest
4
the
as
lighted
visiting friends in Fulton.
Mrs. Roper is First Vice Presioriginal of imported beige silk
began.
service.
each
breakfast
morning. Just one dose a day. Feel it
before
of
dent
the
Kentucky Branch of
"Clair de Lune", "Leibestraum", with a low rounded neckline, wrist the
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Sams,
and Mr. Roper is a
Auxiliary
stomach,
sweeten
your head. relieve the gas bleating
your
clear
Mrs. B. L. Austin, Mr. and Mrs. "Serenade" from the "Student line sleeves, and a full box pleated Vice President and Past President
correct
you
avaup, feel fresh aU over.
cheer
were
constipation,
accessories
from
Her
skirt.
"Intermezzo"
and
Prince"
Louis Sams and Mr. and Mrs. H.
of the State Branch of Supervis264 MAIN ST.
LIFE DEPENDS UPON THE LIVER
C. Sams, Jr and family spent "Romeo and Juliet" were the selec- cado. Mrs. Wright's orchid cor- ors.
PliiOalli 6511
Sunday in Murray, guests of Mr. tions played by Mrs. James L. sage, worn at the waistline, was
The Convention closed Saturday
GUARD IT WITH 0-1.1N-ER SALTS
and Mrs. Kenneth Adams and Rippy. organist. The traditional of a hue matching her accessories. evening with a Banquet in the
Caldwell,
Sold in Two Sirs — 50c and 25c
Mrs. Robert Harvey
wedding marches were used.
sons.
Gold Room of the LaFayette with
Nita stepmother of the bride, wore a J.
Miss Carolyn Phelps,
at
B. Faulconer. Publicity Director
Yuma, Mississippi, sang "I'll Walk navy I. Doctor original of silk of Keenland Race Course acting
featurlace
Chantilly
and
chiffon
"Student
the
from
God"
with
as Toastmaster and the Speaker
ing a square neckline and three
Prince."
was Dr. Herbert Sorenson. DisEscorted to the altar by her fa- quarters length sleeves. Her hat tinguished Professor of
or by Mail Postpaid from
Education_
ther, the bride was radiantly beau- was a Modiste original of turquoise al Psychology, University of KenO. DRUG CO., Union City, Tenn.
S.
OLIVER'S
tiful in a gown of silk organza and velvet bows. Mrs. Caldwell's flow- tucky.
Chantilly lace. A Bridal Allure Or- ers were white gardenias.
iginal,• it featured a modified SaMrs. H. E. Howard, grandmother
brina neckline, long sleeves, and of the bride, was dressed in rose
a chapel train. Her allusion veil lace with a short matching jacket.
of tulle was created with an irride- She wore white accessories. Her
scent crown of pearls and sequins. corsage was of white •gardenias.
She carried a bouquet of miniaMrs. Mace Lafayette McDade,
ture carnations and lilies of the grandmother of the groom, wore
AT W&L DOLLAR-STORE—
valley centered with a white an I. Doctor original in teal blue
orchid that rested on a white lace. Her hat, a Stephen Anne, was
Bible.
of velvet petals and lace. Mrs. Mc(ruble
Ladies
Miss Barbara Caldwell was her Dade's flowers were white garLadies Shadow Panel
crotch
sister's maid-of-honor. Other at- denias.
SKIRT AN1D
tendants were Miss Ann Caldwell,
Immediately following the wedJAMAICA
Union City; Mrs. Al Nesmith, Lake ding vows the sword ceremony of
SHORT SETS
Charles, Louisiana, cousins of the the United States Naval Academy
bride; Miss Joyce Stanley, For- was staged on the side steps of
dyce, Arkansas; and Miss Ella the church. Commanded by Dr.
Doyle, Fulton Miss Janet Snow, Baird, the six officers formed an
Louisville, Kentucky, was the jun- arch of swords under which the
ior bridesmaid. They wore Rose bride and groom passed. They
Famous Brand
Girls
Children's
Anne Original street length dress- were followed by the maid-of-honscoop
The
es of blur silk organza.
or and best man.
necklines and fitted bodices were
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Harvey
offset by billowing skirts. Their
Asst'd colors and
Sanforized: 2-14
Paschall Street
Caldwell were hosts for the rematching organza hats were parwhites
home at 2IS Carr
their
at
ception
ticularly designed for the wedding
Massive everStreet, Fulton.
MisLouis.
St.
of
by Stephen Anne
greens formed the background for
souri. Cascading bouquets of deep
the receiving line as the bride and
red Better Times roses were cargroom greeted the guests on the
ried by the attendants.
5 1/2-Gallon Size
Ladies
sloping front lawn of the gray
22-piece Plastic
Mr. Hendon Wright, Sr. served
stone
house.
RAYON HALF SLIPS
GALVANIZED PAIL
his son as best man. Groomsmen
Cut flowers interspersed with
with lid and bail
4 to 6-inch lace
were Robert Henry Strand, Lt.
U. S. Marine Corps, Quantico, Vir- great magnolia blossoms and their I
pastel
colors
trim:
ginia; Eugene J. Chancy, Ensign shining green leaves was the deco2 FOR $1
U. S. N., Dotham, Alabama; Har- rative scheme used throughout the
ry Butler, Ensign U. S. N., Jack- house. On the bridal table garson, Tennessee; William Medaris, denias and ivy surrounded the
7-Of. Size
Ensign U. S. N., Memphis, Tennes- three tiered wedding cake. Silver
COLD PACK
see Fred Phillips, Ensign U. S. N., candelabra and crystal punch
Memphis; Dr. Daniel McDade bowls were placed at either end of
CANNER
Baird, Commander U. S. N., Pen- the table from which punch, indiBluestone enamel
mints
sacola and Brain Michael Shea, vidual cakes, nuts, and
Ensign U. S. N., Ordnance, Oregon. were served.
Continuing military tradition.
The ushers included Robert
Home Owned and Operated
Owner and Operator
302 Main St.
Walker Caldwell, Union City, bro- Ensign and Mrs. Wright cut the
ther of the bride; Carroll Newton cake with his sword. The sword -11:1011111111111i1M111.W.
- ommonammommimmi
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Diary of Doin's

Miss Judy Harrison To Become
Bride Of Garry Bennett July 23

Ca111!

A be
mony p
Sunday
nineteen
First 111
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and Ws
and Mr
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Rev.
double
light al
by two
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backgro
slating
and pal
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cry and

The t
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KEEP YOUR PIPES OPEN
AND CLEAN!!

Ropers Return

Fulton Loan Co.

FULTON DRUG STORES

OPEN FOR

BUSINESS

EVERY DAY IS DOLLAR DAY I

South Fulton's first mercantile business
is now open and will do business as

South Fulton
Dress Shop

Cotton Slips
$1.

Training Pants
6 Pr.$1

Cabana Sets I
2 SETS $1

Cotton Slips

Piens T Shirts

2 FOR $1

2 FOR $1

$1

Picnic Set
$1

LADIES

Come in, get acquainted, and choose your
summer clothing from our selection of famous
brand merchandise.

Mrs. Clyde Omar

$1

I

$1 SET

W&L• DOLLAR STORE

4=11

Miss Betty Faye Peeples Becomes
Bride Of Wayne Mahone June 12

ne
23

reet, Ful-

.ir daugh-

Ars. Ray-

lurch parJuly 23,

r, officiatgraduatemployed

lton.

lam High
gel Co. of

moon and

The following persons were patients in local hospitals here Wed- ,
nesday morning.
JONES HOSPITAL
Mrs. Carl Foster and baby, Mrs. I
Billy Joe Hurt and baby, Loretta
Hinley, Mrs. Bud Matheny. Mrs.
H. E. Swift, Mrs H. A. Brown,
Mrs. Cora Richols, Mrs. A. C.
Butts, Debra Singleton, Mrs. Minnie Henderson, Mrs. Fred Hart, H.
B. Mitchell, Mrs. Robert Vaughn,
Miss Olina French, Mrs. E. W.
Bethel all of Fulton; Mrs. Ella
Clark of Water Valley; Mrs. E. J.
Spillers and baby of Troy.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Raymond Faulkner, Mrs. Annie
Lacey, Shirty Azbell, Mrs. Presley
Campbell. Porter Twigg, Maucon
Grissom, Kent Hutcherson, all of
Fulton; Mrs. Hamp Williams of
Dukedom; Mrs. J. C. Killebrew of
Hopkinsville Don Pierce of Wingo;
Henry Killgore of Union City; Mrs.
W. F. Lynn of Memphis; Mrs.
Wilma Harris of McConnell.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Lora Vaughan, Mrs. Joe
McIntyre, Mrs. Etta Wade, Archie
Martin, Mrs. Vinita Wornley, MarRarette Williams, John Baucom
Mrs. Ray Miller Mrs. H. L. Col- i
her Dennis Greer Mrs. L.'C. Massey Mrs. Benny Colley Mrs. Mike.
Fry, Mrs. Will Willingham, Mr. i
and Mrs. Buford Sisson all•of Fulton; Mrs. Leon Wright, Mrs.
Georgia Humphries of Clinton;
Mrs. Jim Holcombe, Mrs. M. E. I
Choate of Hickman; Mr. I. R. Jeffress of Crutchfield; Mrs. Lee
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Mahone
Snow of Wingo; Joe Boyd, Mrs.
Guy Yates of Water Valley; Mrs.
was
which
taffeta,
over
organdy
A beautiful candlelight eeryNina Lennox, Mrs. Sam McDaniel,
necksweetheart
a
mony performed at four o'clock fashioned with
long tapered sleeves. The Mrs. Marvin Dew of Union City.
and
line.
twelfth,
June
afternoon.
Sunday
and embroidnineteen hundred sixty, at the bodice was pointed
tiny seed pearls, both at
First Baptist Church, South Ful- ered with
cuffs. The bodice topton. Tennessee. united in marriage the neck and
gathered skirt which was
Miss Betty Faye Peeples dau- ped the
on each side with one
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Peep- caught up
At the back, there
rose.
organza
Tennessee,
Fulton,
les, of South
According to letters from the
was a bustle-like effect created by
and Wayne Mahone, son of Mr
three organza roses caught at her dean and registrar of Kentucky
and Mrs. I... Q. Mahone, of Dewaist by a satin bow and sash. The State College, Frankfort, Miss
Kalb, Texas.
skirt flowed into a chapel train. Mattie H. Wilbourn, colored of
Rev. Hulon Allen, performed the She also wore pearl earrings, Fulton has received two scholardouble ring ritual at the candle- which were a gift of the groom ships.
light altar, which was enhanced Attached to her becoming crown,
She has been awarded a a300
by two arrangements of white covered with tint seed pearls, was Sears, Roebuck scholarships which
gladilos in silver vases, against a her fingertip veil of tulle. She will be applied on her fees when
background of jade greenery, con- carried a bouquet of stephanotis she goes to Kentucky State Colsisting of woodwardia, fern balls, with a white orchid, centered on a lege. The other is for $100 Regents
and palm trees The archway was satin covered Bible.
scholarship.
beautifully decorated with greenMcConof
Moss,
and miss Barbara Peeples, sister
Mrs. Jo Carol
ery and a satin bow.
of the bride, were bridesmaids.
of
matron
was
Tennessee,
nell,
The bride, who was given in
Miss Donna Peeples, another sister
marriage by her father, -wore a honor Miss Peggy Peeples, Miss of the bride, was Junior bridesbride
the
of
besuUtul gown of silk embroidered Jane Peeples, cousin
maid.

Local Girl Awarded
Two Scholarships
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Miss Anne Adams Becomes Bride
Of Richard Noble Armstrong IV

matron of honor. Bridesmaids
were Miss Phyllis Bussey, Miss
Carol Armstrong, sister of the
groom, and Mrs. Julius Martin.
The flower girls were little MissMiss Carolyn Neely, daughter o'
es Karen Ford and Marilyn Kay
and Mrs. Finis Edward Neelj
Mr.
Parks, cousin of the bride.
completec'
the of South Fulton, has
James Foster attended
wedding to Roberl
groom as best man. Groomsmen plans for her
of Fulton.
were Rudy Heath, Gaylon Var- Eugene McAlister
The ceremony will be performec'
den, and Julius Martin. Ushers
p. m. at First Bap,
were Charlie Wycliff and Thomas June 26, at 4
with th.
Hart Berry. Acolytes were Duncan tist Church in Fulton
uncle of Up
Bushart and Max Parks, a cousin Rev: J. T. Neely,
bride, oft iciating.
of the bride.
Mrs. J. U. McKendree, organist
Immediately following the wed- will present the nuptial music
ding, Mr. and Mrs. Adams enter- Miss Julia Strange of Alamo
tained with a reception at the Tenn., will be the vocalist.
Fulton Country Club.
Mis.tvJoanna Miller of Puryear
Assisting at the reception were Tenn. will be maid of honor.
Miss Susan Bushart, Miss Carolyn
The bridesmaids will be Misse
Roberts, Miss Anna Merla Horns- Judy and Jean Neely, sisters oi
by, Miss Paula DeMyer, Miss Jane the bride, Miss Lorainne Field
Cox, Mrs. Roy Scates, Mrs. Les- and Miss Jessie Bell Gamblin.
lie Boggess, Mrs. Grady Vatclen, Flower girl will be Jen McAlister.
Mrs. Frank Brady, Mrs. Carmen niece of the groom.
Parks, Mrs. Fred Brown, and Mrs.
Serving the groom as best mar
James Barton Dalton.
will be John Keith McAlister, broEarly in the evening Mr. and ther of the groom.
Ushers will be Ronald McAlis
Mrs. Armstrong left for their wedding trip after which they will ter, brother of the groom, Waltei
make their home in Lexington, McAlister, cousin of the groom
Kentucky. For traveling Mrs. Bobby Bennett and Charles SisArmstrong wore a stylish two son.
A reception will be given impiece suit of deep beige Italian
silk designed with fitted jacket mediately after the ceremony at
and sheath line skirt. Her small Fellowship Hall in the church.
bat was of matching straw braid
fashioned in circlets. Her acces- Sandra Armstrong; Aiken, S. C.
sories matched her suit and she Col and Mrs. Richard N. Arm
wore a corsage of orchids.
strong II;
Out-of-town guests at the wedLouisville, Ky., Mr. and Mrs
ding were—from Murray, Mr. and William H. Miller, Miss Jane Cox
Mrs David Lyons, Mrs. Francis Mr. Jim Pellof; Lexington, Mist
Watrons, Mr. and Mrs. Carmen Madeline Aldridge, Paul ZimmerParks, Mr. Max Parks, Mr. and man, and Jim Foster; Knoxville
Mrs. Raymond Parks, Mr. and Mrs. James B. Dalton and Jimms
Mrs. H. E. Fork, Mr. and Mrs. Ru- Dalton; Lebanon, Ky., Mr. anc
dell Parks, Miss Marilyn Kay Mrs. Julius Martin; Paintsville
Parks, Mr. G. R. Parks, Mr. and Ky., Rudy Heath; Urbana, Ill., Mr
Mrs. Dewey Parks, Mrs. Joe and Mrs. T. H. Berry; Lone Oak
Parks; Huntingson, Tenn., Mr. Sid- Jim Wycoff; Jacksonville, Fla.
ney 0. Bennett, Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Miss Phyllis Bussey and Lt. Bit
Bennett, Miss Brenda Bennett, Mr. King;
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Armstrong IV
Steve Bennett, Mrs. Carl Rich, Mr.
Hickman, Mrs. M. F. Amberg
beauty and and Mrs. B. M. Crum, Mr.
and Miss Frances Amberg, Mrs. Jame!
In a wedding marked by outstanding
and Mrs. Mrs. Troy Crum; Paducah, Mr. Greer, Mrs. G. C. Barnett, Mis!
dignity, Miss Anne Adams, daughter of Mr.
Noble and Mrs. Leslie Boggess, Mr. and Lillian Creed, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Richard
of
bride
the
William M. Adams, became
Mrs. Homer Adams; Pittsburg, mond Rice, Miss Anna Merit
Noble Pa., Mr. and Mrs. Richard N.
Arm- Hornsby; Clinton, Mr. and Mrs
Armstrong IV, son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
strong, III, Miss Carol Armstrong, Cecil Young; and Union City
Sunday
on
Pennsylvania,
Pittsburgh,
Armstrong III of
-hundred- Miss Barbara Armstrong, Miss Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Perry.
afterncon the nineteenth of June, nineteen
the First
and-sixty. The ceremony was prformed in
of
minister
the
with
o'clock
four
at
Church
Methodist
officiating
Leggett,
L.
Joseph
Reverend
the
church,
the
large asand using an impressive double-ring service A
and
sembly of relatives and friends of the young couple
their parents were present for the occasion.

Mr. Kent Mahone, of Tulsa; Okassembled Miss fell from a small crown of pearl
f
a Aps the guests
lahoma, was his brother's best I
Janice Walker, organist, presented ! encrusted lace with festoons of
man, and Messrs. Lonnie Jones of
rogram o appropriate music 1 seed pearls outline the points of
DeKalb, Texas, Ray Jergerson, of including "A Prayer", "Vision", the crown. She wore short white
Fulton. Kentucky. Bobby Wil- "Traumerie", "I Love You Truly", gloves. Her only ornament was a
liams. of Fulton, Kentucky, both
and "0 Perfect Love". She, also, ring which was made from a Sigcousins of the bride, were ushers. used the wedding marches from ma Chi fraternity pin which was
"Midsummer studded with sapphires and pearls;
Mrs Frank LeMaster, who pre- "Lohengrin", and
sided at the organ, gave traditional Night's Dream", for the procession- this was a gift of the groom. She
wedding music and accompanied al and recessional. Mrs. Rodney carried a dainty cascade bouquet
Mr. Don Holland, of Jackson. Ten- Miller, soprano, gave two solos of white phaelanopsis orchids and
'lessee, who sang. "The Sweetest just preceeding the ceremony. stephanotis poised on illusion and
Story Ever Told", "0 Promise These were "Entreat Me Not to satin leave with tiny clusters of
Me", "Because", and the "Wed- Leave Thee", and "Love Thee". pearls. Miniature English ivy was
used in the bouquet.
ding Prayer".
The lovely young bride was esMrs. Thomas Hart Berry was the
The guests were served lime
corted to the altar by her father,
sherbert punch with cake and
gave her in marriage. She
mints of yellow, blue, and white, who
an ethereally beautifully
wore
by Mrs. Marietta Hardy, Mrs. Patwedding gown of Imported
formal
sy Butts, Miss Linda Bellew, with
Chantilly lace made over peau de
Miss Carolyn Neely at the guest
The fitted bodice was defANIASTIC
register. The hostesses were Mrs. soie.
with a bateau neckline
'the liquor is in
Hulon Allen, Mrs. James Legate, signed
in
point
deep
a
to
which extended
and Mrs. Russell Boaz.
the back. The lace featured tiny
When the bridal couple left for embroidered scallops which outtheir wedding trip, the bride wore lined the neckline and the elbow
a black and white dress, featuring length sleeves. An empire effect
a black bolero jacket, a tiny white was achieved with a pau de soie
hat, and white accessories. She bow. The back of the bodice was
wore the orchid from her wedding closed with a line of silk and lace
5 other Varieties
bouquet. Following a short honey• covered buttons. The bouffant
8 oz. size - 80e
the
in
fullness
added
had
skirt
Kentucky,
moon trip to Kenlake.
Qt. size clusters
of
use
the
through
back
the couple returned to Nacogdochlid Mandweler
S0.'410.0.
indeveloped
skirt
The
)IPYIns
es, Texas, where both will resume of pleats.
studies at Stephen F. Austin State to a wide cathedral train. Her elbow length veil of bridal illusion
College.
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Set

Engineered to cool when it's
115 degrees out in the
summer sunlight where
sir conditioners operate

/

7,000 TO
19,000 BTU's

1 HP MODEL
No Down Payment.
24 Months to Pay
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SPECIALS
' BETTER QUALITY
LOWER PRICES
YOUR VSTORE
3 Pc. Mixing Bowl Set
Perfect for storing,
heeling, picnics.
Large site fits islec.
mix•rs.
3 b•st size plastic
mix bowls: 1/4 gal.,
2 g•L. I gal—each
1
/
site has transparent
covers.

Set
of 3
$1.98 Value

Economy Size

TOOTHIPANA
Reg.
69c
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Charlie Scales Store
Lake Street

Fulton

VANILLA AND CHOCOLATE
RAINBOW SUNDAE .. 39c
NEW SNOW KONES...10c
3 Flavors: Grape, Cherry, Orange

DARI-CREAM
SANDWICH SHOP
WEST STATE LINE

FULTON,KY.

Colorful MultiStripes, Highly
Absorbent.
Better Quality.
Large Sire
2"x 17".
/
141

6 Large Size
Sponges. 1001
use,... Car
Wash, Window*,
Boats, Ets.

BALDRIDGE'S
- 11 - 25c STORE

wininiftweirevi.46.5- Ala alwanstraga.

,
okkir
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Taxi
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Local Young People
Attend 4-H Camp
Twenty county girls and thirtyfive boys are attending annual 4-H
Club Camp at Dawson Springs
June 20th through June 24th.
The group, accompanied by Mrs.
Bertha McLeod, Home Demonstration Agent, Mrs. Charles Meunier,
Mrs. Gerald Binford, and County
Agent John B. Watts left Monday
morning at 7:00 and return on Friday afternoon, June 24th.
Those attending are: Boys—Paul
Glaser, Paul Tipton. Bill Arnberg,
Waudell T. Yarbro, Michael Williams, Mike White, Rai B. Rice

Joe Collings, Kim Kearby, David
Lemon Marshall, Randall Max
Jeffress, Monroe Bellew, Jimmie
Harrison, Tommy Sheehan. Bobby
Joe Bequette, Thomas Cooley,
Steve Fields, Frank Cooper Watts,
Harry Watts, James Everett, Bob
Watts, Mike Major, Billy Little,
Billy Goodman, Charles Mike!.
Mike neehan, Maurice Carr Bondurant, Lynn Major, George Shaw,
Jim Shaw, Hugh Mac Sloan, Joe
Mac Williamson, Edward Williamson, Edward Butler and Joey
Parker.
Girls—Barbara Lattus, Jirnette
Dedmon, Ruth Ann Sanger, Judy
Hoodenpyle, Joy Kemp, Anna
Greer, Kaye Collings, Alice Goalder, Karen Green, Ann Marshall,
Martha Ann Barnett, Margie Ann
Castleman, Marie Vonciel Stayton,
Sandra Nan Ballow, Janis Yarbro,
Rita Amberg, Sheri Elliott, Janet
Jennings, Ann Stokes and Doris
Meunier.
SMALL HOUSE BURNS
A small house in Missionary
Bottom was destroyed by fire Friday night at 8:30. The Fulton Fire
Department was called to put out
the fire.

Tenn. Census Reveals
Farm-To Urban ?love
Tennessee's preliminary 19110
census returns show a greater
rural-to-urban shift than had been
forecast, the University of Tennessee's population research specialist reports.
Rural counties throughout the
state suffered greater population
declines and the metropolitan
areas gained more than U-T
studies had anticipated, Ormond
C. Corry, rçsearch associate In the
Bureau of business Research, noted.
With all preliminary census reports in, the state population
stands at 3,543,800. Mr. Curry's estimated total for the state, released in March, was 3,522.900, or sixtenths of one per cent under the
census count.
Mr. Corry further estimated
populations by county and by
areas of the state. His estimates,
on the average, come within six
per cent of the census figures.
Some of his county estimates were
as close as seven-hundredths of
one per cent to the mark. Eleven
counties were estimated with less
than 1 per cent error. However,
there were a few quite wide misses for rural counties.

Try "NEWS" Classified Ads

Bring us your
RADIO and TV Repair
RCA Color Television
Used TV Sets for Sale

Wood & Pruitt TV
Franklin Pruitt - Clyde Wood

300 Walnut Street
Phone 211

Mrs. Byrd Slightly
Hurt In Accident
Mrs. C. P. Byrd of Fulton, Route
1, received a slightly injured arm
in a two-car collision on Saturday. June 11, near Enon.
Others in the car with Mrs. Byrd
were her husband, and their
grandson, who was driving.
A Mr. Gourley of Phillippy was
driver of the car which hit the
Byrd car. His wife and two children were in the car with him.

Home Drills Can
Prevent Deaths

Shown above are Craig and Lisa
Wade. Craig, 3 years, and Lisa. 9
months, are the children of Mr.
and Mrs. C. G. Wade, Fulton, Kentucky.
They are the rrandchildresi of
Mr. and Mrs. Jamie Wade of Fulton and Mr. and Mrs. flaunt McClendon of Fulton.

Motorcyclist
Hurt In Mishap
A motorcyclist received minor
injuries about 7:30 Friday night
when his motorcycle was involved
in a collision with an auto at MorMorgan and Main in Union City.
Union City police said today
the 1954 Nash involved was driven
by Mrs. Robbie Harmon of Union
City. Ray Edward Elam of Route
I. Fulton, was driving a 1958 Harley-Division cycle when the accident occurred.
Mr. Elam was treated at Obion
County General hospital for injuries to his left leg and his right
hand and knee. He was not admitted. Damage to the vehicles
was described as moderate.

MR.FARMER:
OK-PARISIAN
CLEANING
and
STORAGE SERVICE
g;‘,Es you loocis oi room
for ..easonab.e clothes
Why clutter up precious closet
space with clothes you won't

Does your farm operation suffer from the lack
of capital?
Many farmers do not operate their farms as
efficiently and as profitably as they are capable of
doing due to the lack of operating capital.
Good management often requires the use of
credit to meet the capital needs of the modern farm.
The use of credit to increase farm income or to
save money and thereby improve living standards
is good management.
Production Credit supplies agriculture with
the SPECIALIZED financing it must have.
See or call the Field Office Manager for information on how PCA can fit your farm.

be using for months? Let us
clean and store them now,
and return them spotless and
new looking when you need

them again. Meanwhile—
plenty of closet space for the
things you wear from day to
day. Call us today.

Laundry & Cleaners
OK-PARISIAN
—Phone 130 —

JACKSON PURCHASE
Production Credit Association
Warren Bard
Field Office Mgr.
Clinton, Kentucky
Phone OL 3-5161

H. Shaw Named
Secretary Of Group
Joe Dick of Murray was named
president of Group One Kentucky
Bankers Association at that organization's annual meeting last Tuesday night at Paducah Country
Club. He will succeed Joe Johnson of Clinton.
E. L. Starks of Benton was
named vice president and Howard L. Shaw of Mayfield was
elected secretary.
They will take office at the
annual Kentucky Bankers Association meeting later this year.

Pre-planned escape measures
Fulton is officially entered in rural development, tourist promocan prevent 85 percent of the 5600 the Kentucky Chamber of Com- tion or industrial development.
deaths—a third of them children merce's 1960 Community Action
In another section, each will
under 14—that occur annually in for Progress competition aiming
choose at least two categories
550,000 residential fires in the to better even its award-winning
among education, civic improveUnited States, according to the record in last year's contest when
ment, Main Street Modernization,
National Fire Protection Associa- Fulton took third prize among
short-range and long-range plantion.
Kentucky cities.
ning.
The importance of such rudiJohn J. Sullivan of Ferry Morse
In the third, each is to present
mentary preparation is detailed by Seed Company, president of the
Don Wharton in a May Header's Fulton Chamber of Commerce, evidence of establishment of an
Digest article, "Is Your Family handed the city's entry blank to organization to formulate a development program, carry out the
Safe From Death by Fire?"
W. W. Anderson, Kentucky Utili- plans and prevent a report.
Among the cases Wharton de- ties manager, a member of the Diascribes is that of a Long Island trict 1 community development
Judging will be conducted early
In 1961.
lawyer's family trained by the committee.
heed of the household in an evac=MI
Prizes totaling $400 will be auation procedure and an alternate
warded to the three communities
plan for use if fire struck their
in each congressional district that
rambling two-story house. When
have shown the most progress
fire did occur and the primary
during the year. The two top complan proved unworkable, the altermunities from each of the eight
AU typos of Insurance
nate procedure was quickly called
districts will be eligible to cominto operation. All four members
pete for the title of grand cham- SAVE ! GET our
of the family escaped.
pion of the Commonwealth.
By itself, planning is not enough,
PACKAGE DEAL
Local donors of the prizes in
Wharton writes, noting that few
households conduct home fire this district are the Fulton Bank
*Covering everythlar
drills. He suggests this is folly and the City National Bank.
422 Lake It.
when uric considers a national
In one section of the Contest.
average of 1.500 residential fires each community will report on at
!bons 4911
Fulton. Ky.
daily. "We have fire drills in least one of the three categories.
schools, why not in homes?" he
as.
•
•••••••••••V
Wharton lists five major steps
families should take to prepare
thoroughly for the day or night
when fire strikes:
I. Figure out escape routes, asking your fire department for help
if you can't solve this problem
yourselves.
2. Test the escape routes to be
sure there are no obstructions,
such as a tight window sash or a
forgotten piece of furniture.
Our new, exclusive
3. Hold family fire drills at
• MIRACLE FINISH
regular intervals.
4. School yourselves in special
drycleaning process restores
techniques such as how to get to
that look of NEWNESS to
the ground from a second-story
your cottons, dacrons, and
window or how to open a bedroom
door to avoid being killed by a
all other summer garments.
blast of smoke or superheated air.
Sparkling, gay colors on
5. Agree on an outside assembly
aisp, fresh fabrics will make
point. There are instances of .peryou look and feel
sons going back into a burning
wonderful!
house to rescue someone who has
OK -PARISIAN
escaped.
A Cleaners
Laundry
The Digest article offers many
Phone 131
additional rules and procedures to
Miracle Finish for Modern
reduce the toll of fire in homes.
Miracle Fibers'
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Try "NEWS" Claasifled Ads

Outland - Myers
Wedding June 25
The wedding vows of Miss Judy
Outland, Fulton, Route 5, and
Gaylon Myers of Clinton, Kentucky will be pledged at the
South Fulton Baptist Church on
Saturday, June 25. 1960 at four
o'clock in the afternoon.
Rev. Hulon Allen, pastor of the
church will perform the ceremony.
No formal invitations are being
sent, but all friends and relatives
of the couple are invited to attend.

S

John P. Wilson
Field Office Mgr.
Hickman, Kentucky
Phone 2506

Fulton Entered In Kentucky
Chamber's Conununit' If Competition
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A Big Selection
of
Pretty
Styles
and
Colors

Complete Line

Hearing Aid Batterissi
Par all makes of hearing &Mal
Visit our Hearing Aid Depart
sent at your first opportunity.

DO]

CITY DRUG CO.
11911 Lake Street

Moue 791

021

Pal
Women's
Cool

Cal

Casuals
S199

Summer

• hats • Pumps
• Wedges • Sandals

Styles for ail your summer activ;fiEs at a low, low priest Moose
front fabrilitios, straws sad Noose weaves in whits wad MMIllabed
totem. Saes 4 to 10.
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• Rime

• for Children

• Bleat

• for Men
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You'll ride and drive with a
greater feeling of stability in
a Wide-Track Pontiac. This
extra measure of poise comes
from the better balance of
Wide -Track Design—that
widens the stance, not the car.

Try the Extr(t Measure of a Wide-Track Drive!
YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED PONTIAC DEALER

KING MOTOR COMPANY, INC.
101 W. State Line
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Answers To Your DEATHS
zinaftermingiimm
Tax auestions semb...d
E. H. Prince

Nephew Of Fulton
Woman Drowns

utes later, approximately 1:05 p.
m. A big crowd of youngsters went
in at that time, Fosko and Todd
among them. Temple didn't go in.
At about 1:15 p. m. Wilburn
Adkins, 15, of Paducah, saw Fosko lying on the bottom of the pool,
a diving mask over his face.
At first he thought the boy was
simply lying there while swimming under water. Then, when he
didn't move, he dived down and
pulled him to the surface.
Lifeguards pulled the unconscious boy out of the pool, and
guards Mike Sticher and Robert
administering
began
Clifford
mouth-to-mouth artificial respiration.
Once they felt a pulse, and during the process the boy coughed
up about a half-glass of water.

By Revenue Commissioner
Wm. E. Scent
Funeral services for Elbert H.
An 11-year-old boy was found
This is the second of a series Prince, 82, were held at 2:30 p.
drowning at the bottom of Noble
of columns seeking to acquaint Thursday at Salem Methodist
Park swimming pool at Paducah
the readers of this paper with the Church with the Rev. John Weir
pool 10 minutes after it opened
the
in
was
Burial
officiating.
tax structure effective July 1 in
Sunday afternoon and died shortly
church cemetery.
Kentucky.
afterward despite desperate efQ. Are sake o° feed to farmers
Mr. Prince, a resident of the
forts to revive him.
Fulgham conununity, died June 13
subject to the sales tax?
He was Michael Lee Fosko, son
A. His purchase of feed is not at the home of a son, Charlie
of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Fosko, of
subject to the tax if it is used for Prince, Clinton.
Paducah. He was a nephew of
production of food for humans, or
He is also survived by two
Mrs. Tilman Adams of Fulton.
reguthe
in
if his produce is sold
sons. Clarence Prince,
other
She and Mr. Adams attended the
lar course of business
Phoenix, Ariz., and Clyde Prince,
funeral at 10 a. m. Tuesday at the
Q. How will a feed store mer- East St. Louis, Ill.; a daughter,
St. Francis de Sales Catholic
chant determine whether the sale Mrs. Mary Gibson, Clinton; nine
Church in Paducah. Burial was in
is exempt from the tax?
grandchildren and three great
Mt. Carmel Cemetery. Members of
purhe
A. The farmer, when
en
Boy
Scout Troop One served as
grandchildr
chase exempt items, will "exe. •
pallbearers
cute" an Agricultural exemption
OPEN WEEKDAYS — 6:41
"I don't suppose we'll ever know
• certifiente. This gives the merchexactly what happened," said Cor- Sat. & Sun. 1 P. 51. till 11 P. M.
ant a record showing that no tax
oner James Davis.
AIR CONDITIONED"
Is due on the sale.
Davis said he probably will not
resiformer
Miss Lou McDaniel,
Q. If a farmer buys a tractor
BaLa
13/
a
write
will
hold an inquest, but
and trades in his old one, will he dent of the Union City area, died
verdict of accidental drowning
pay the tax on the full purchase last Wednesday in the Florida
from his interviews with witness— PHONE 12 —
Christian Home in Jacksonville,
price ()f the new tractor?
manager es.
Company
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Kentucky
local
(right)
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of the Fulton with an adult, J. B. Temple, who THURSDAY Thrn SATURDAY
president of the Fulton Chamber of are M. R. Jeffrees (standing left)
Company,
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White (stand - lives across the street from him,
James
and
Services were held at 2, Friday
donor,
prise
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Bank,
Kenthe
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entry
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a di.•
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tractor and receives 81.500 allow- afternoon at the Florida Christian
another dis- and Temple's grandson, Joe Todd,
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.......
Miss McDaniel was born in Fulence or would amount to $45.
mmfive
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the
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atintAv
She
Hickman.
near
County,
Q If a farmer buys farm stock, ton
was graduated from George Peais the sale subject to the tax!
body College in Nashville and also
No.
A.
•••
in
Fulton - Union City highway
Q. If he buys livestock for attended a business College
breeding. is it subject to the tax? Ardmore, Okla. She taught school
aviation
Henderson,
A.
—John
Marine Drive-In
City
the
Union
in
yeart
for
many
Over 1,200,000 new textbooks
A. No.
Wed.-Thur.-Fri. June 22,2324
The murder trial of Robert will be purchased for free distrib- storekeeper third class, USN, son
Q. If he buys livestock for and Obion County area and in
, former county attor- ution to the public elementary of Mr. and Mrs. William Hender(Starts at 9:40)
dairy purposes, is it subject to the a rural academy in Fulton County. Humphreys
Hickman County, has been school children of Kentucky dur- SOR of 315 Water St., Fulton, Ky.
THE BRIDE IS MUCH TOO
of
ney
tax?
For a time, Miss McDaniel was
BEAUTIFUL
set for Tuesday. June 28 in Graves ing the forthcoming school year. serving with Attack Squadron 36
A. No.
a bookkeeper for the Baird Merat the Cecil Field Naval Air StaCircuit Court at Mayfield.
With Brigitte Bardot
Q If he buys poultry for cantile Co., of Senath. Mo.
Wendell P. Butler, State Super- tion, Jacksonville, Fla., will be
(Also: starts at 7:40)
00000o Mem"Mean 000000
Commonwealth's Attorney Harry intendent of Public Instruction,
breeding or producing eggs, does
promoted to aviation storekeeper
LIBEL
Miss McDaniel was a member of Roberts has said the prosecution
the tax apply?
1960-61
the
said today that in
second class June 16.
the First Christian Church in will be ready to try the case at
With Olivia DeHavilland
SUNDAY & MONDAY
A. No.
school year "an estimated $2,300,City.
anUnion
no
— — — —
been
has
There
time.
that
Before entering the Navy in
luck
bad
Q If a farmer has
000 will be provided the local
SATURDAY JUNE 25
nouncement from Humphreys' at- school districts for free textbooks August 1955, he graduated from
with his tobacco plant beds and
(Starts at 9:25)
torneys, Milton C. Anderson, L. M. by the state's new revenue propurchases plants from his neighSchool.
Riverview High
TRAIN
LAST
THE
Reed and Sam Boyd Neely.
bor, will the neighbor collect the
in
from
part
the
gram, derived
FROM GUN HILL
Humphreys was indicted on a new sales tax."
tax?
Kirk Douglas, Anthony Quinn
A. No. The law specifically exLocal school districts received
TAX ADVICE
Eliza Murphey White murder charge in connection with
Mrs.
(Also: starts 7:40, 10:55)
Erran- $1,275,000 in state funds for textempts "occasional" sales.
of Fulton died at 2:15 Sunday the pistol slaying of Allen
HOT CAR GIRL
Frankfort. June—Tangible perQ. If a farmer purchases feed morning at Jones Hospital, after ton, Mayfield salesman, at May- books in 1959-60.
With June Kennedy
sonal property delivered to the
for his dog, will he pay the tax? a lengthy illness. She was 82.
field last February 29.
— — — —
consumer before July 1 is not subA. Yes.
Humphreys, in jail since the
Her husband, J. D. White, preFIRE AT KINGSWAY
ject to the new sales tax, regard- San.-Mon.-Tne: June 26, 27, 2.8
Hickman
as
resigned
schooting,
ago.
years
30
death
in
her
ceded
The Fulton Fire Department was less of whether sales are for cash
(Starts at 9:20)
he was
She was born in Obion County, County attorney soon after
called out at 11:45 Tuesday morn- or credit. Revenue Commissioner
HORSE SOLDIERS
THE
Tenn. She was a member of the indicted.
ing to put out a fire in the attic William Scent says. However, ar- With John Wayne, William Holden
Trinity Episcopal Church.
The June term of Graves Cir- of the Kingsway Motel. The fire ticles placed in layaway before
(Also, starts at 7:40)
She leaves a sister, Miss Ger- cuit Court got under way Monday was caused by defective electrical July 1 and paid for after that
THE RABBIT 'TRAP
working
was
jury
trude Murphy of Fulton and sev- The grand
wiring. There was no damage re- date, will be subject to the tax,
With Ernest Borgnine
eral first cousins. A brother, Rob- throughout the day and was to ported.
Scent adds.
Tuesons
ert S. Murphey, died in Novem- continue its investigati
day. ,
ber, 1956.
Funeral services were held Monday afternoon at 2 at the Whitnel
PEEL APPOINTED
Funeral Home chapel. The Rev.
James L. Peel, now state budget
Alfred Maloney. pastor of Trinity
Episcopal Church. officiated. Bu- director, will become deputy commissioner of the new Department
rial was in Fairview Cemetery.
Child Welfare July 1. Peel, 34,
of
Hogan,
R.
H.
Paulbearers were
Nicholasville. He enBob Binford, Charles Binford, Dr. is• native of
service in 1957 as a
J. L. Jones. Jr., Ernest Fall and tered state
budget analyst.
Eugene DeMyer.
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Humphreys Trial Charles Brooks
Set For June 28 Killed In Mishap.
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CITY NATIONAL BANK
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FULTON, KENTUCKY

I1 ••
•• W 0IN •
WE'VE GOT THE GREATEST VALUES IN

00

USED CARS
DON'T FORGET - - - Only days WI to purchase or trade for a sew or ued car without
paying 3 per coal SALES TAX.
Cone in today aid leek over these ouistaadiag bus JIG

NEW CARS1960 PONTIAC — RAMBLERS — GMC TRUCK.
USED CARSand white sidewall tires.
1957 Pontiac Custom, 4 door hardtop, radio, heater
and white sidewall tires.
heater
radio,
hardtop,
1956 Pontiac Custom, 2 door
from) radio, heater and
1956 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door hardtop (2 to choose
white sidewall tires.,
radio, heater thunderbird
1957 Fairlane Ford, 4 door sedan (2 to choose from)
ion.
motor, white sidewall tires and automatic transmiss
tires and thunderbird motor.
1956 Ford Fairlane, 2 door, heater, white sidewall
radio, heater and white sidewall
1954 Plymouth Savoy, reconditioned motor,
tires.
miles, heater, white sidewall tires, Ken1953 Plymouth like new. 39,000 actual
tucky license.
from - - - - SEE US TODAY. Several other makes and models to choose

King Motor Company
Wost Shit* Lim

Fulton, Ky.

TO OUR FRIENDS AND CUSTOMERS
us in our move to temporary
We want to thank you for your cooperation with
hearted acceptance of the inconoffices at 206 Commercial Avenue. Your whole
venience has been gratifying.
Depository on Lake Street. It
Some of our customers have asked about our Night
and timely service for your
is still in use at the same old place and offers you safe
after-hours deposits. We urge you to continue using it.
parking adjacent
And again, may we call your attention to the convenient free
steps to our
to our temporary office. Park your car on ow- lot and walk only a few
back door.
Sincerely yours,
CITY NATIONAL BANK

Member: Federal Reserve System

Member: F. D. I. C.
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Real Estate

CLASSIFIED ADS
ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main.
TV ANTENNAS: We install—
trade—repair and move. Get
our prices. We service all makes
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television
FOR SALE—Ladiee dress shop enjoying good volume of business
located in business at Murray,
Kentucky. For Further information contact TUCKER REALTY
COMPANY,502 M-iple St. Murray,
Ky.

RENT - - - -

WE

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Roll-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

WADE
Phone 103

FURN.

CO.

Fulton, Ky.

FARM LOANS

FARM INSURANCE

Atkins, Holman
and Taylor

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi

PARKING!

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE
Across From
Coca-Cola Plant
Mack Ryan
Charles Stafford

Mae's Grill Moves
To New Location

—
CHARLES W.BURROW
Robert Covington, owner of
909 Walnut
Phone 61 Mae's Grill, has porchased the
building formerly occupied by the
Farm Loans
Fred Roberson Grocery on State
Conventional Loans
Line in South Fulton across from
Long TermsBrowder's Mill, and has moved
FHA Loans.
-Easy Payments
his cafe there.
—The very best selection of. real
Mae's Grill was the scene of a
estate for sale at all times I
fight recently in which several
persons beat up a South Fulton
MR. MOTH is on the way! Don't policeman, James Adams, causing
let him get to your best furs and him to be hospitalized for a
couple
woolens. Call OK-Parisian today of days.
— — All kinds —
for details on cleaning and storAt the time, Covington's beer
age. Phone 130.
— Crops. buildings,
license was revoked for 15 days.
vehicles. etc. — — NOW is the time to get your At the last South Fulton Council
Typewriter and Adding Mac- meeting he was issued a new beer
hine Overhauled. See Cleo license for his new location. At the
Peeples, Service Manager of time, the Council warned him
The Harvey Calcheell Com- against further disturbances at his
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Out- place of business. He was told that
there are future disturbances, his
fitters, Phone 674.
licenses will be revoked.
In the fight at Mae's Grill, which
2011 Main St
Phone 5
resulted in several being arrested
and fined, a Fulton policeman,
Archie Martin, was kicked by one
of the women and is still a patient in Fulton Hospital, suffering
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
from a blood clot in his leg.
CALLING COLLECT
Phone TU 50404
Union City
HOUSECLEANING? Call OK
(Complete stock)
555 FTJLTON, KY.
for expert care of all your houseGood selection of records hold articles. Phone 130.
— see

CHapel 7-1833

FREE

in Fulton

MAYFIELD, KY.

on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders—Snecial orders

Fulton Launderette

GILLUM

For The

I TRANSFER CO.
FOR REM: Flom sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.

-I veal tin Office
WHITE OAK TIMBER WANTED FOR THE BeZ
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
—We buy white oak standing
Butts at The
See James
timber, custom logs, custom
Co.,
Caldwell
Harvey
stave and heading bolts. ConDRIVE-IN Office Ouffitters,
tact us for prices and specificaPhone 674. We trade for your
tions. L. C. Engle, Buyer TeL
5-2765 Martin, Tenn. C. A.
old equipment_
Lewis, Buyer TeL Chapel 7TAIL wags dog: when upright
1812 Mayfield, Ky.
people must sacrifice to enrich the
FOR PIPELINE MILKERS and less deserving. Buy Men's clothing,
bulk tanks, see Southern States shoes, etc, before the sales tax!
Fulton Co-Operative, Central Ave- The Edwards Store, Mayfield.
nue, South Fulton. Phone 399.
Closed Thursday afternoons.

It's smart to save money — —
Bring your washing to the

• 24

washers
Capacity 9 or 16 pounds
•6 Dryers
Capacity 30 pounds each

BEST
and

Located on Carr in old King
Motor Co. building:
Open 7: a. m. to 10: p. m.

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

FLOWERS
For Every Occasion
HALLMARK

Reeling Curds
RYTEX -Personalised"

buy it at

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

SEPTIC tank pumping: call C. D. MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
Church Street
Thurman. Fulton, at 1379 before
and automatic models, $139.95
7: am or after 4: (Saturday and
and up. Sales and service.
Sunday, any hour.)
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.

Stationery

Scotf's Floral Shoppe
'boas 21-3

Fait=

Fulton

.4iMMIEntilitainSMINEILMM11114= -111111Sellatealliele=:

Bring your repair jobs to
WEBB'S
Welding Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,
owner and operator.
GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street
next to Pieree-Cequin
Lumber Co.
Phone 345

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance as
Our 3-PAY PLAN
41% DOWN. 30% In 3 MOS.
30% in 6 MO WES
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.

Wick South Agency
CALL 631 — 160

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey Frields •
Mrs. May Harris of Jackson
spent a week's vacation here with
children, Howard Harris and family, who reside on the late Dan
Harris homestead.
Mrs. Buton Lassiter and son,
Leslie, of this vicinity, Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Lassiter and son.
Mark, of Martin have returned
from a few days trip to Akron,
Ohio to attend the bedside of son
and brother, David Lassiter. David
was injured while at work with
Commercial Fright Lines last
week. Although his injuries aren't
serious he. is off duty, and under
the care of his physician. GetWell wishes are extended to
David by all friends around here.
Mrs. Pansy McClain of Los Angles, California is here on vacation
with her parents, Rev. and Mrs.
Lawrence McClain and relatives
in this district. She made the trip
by jet and will return next week.
Pansy is an employee of Standard
Oil Co.
Miss Olivia Johnson is doing
nicely at her home near here, after a tonsilectomy at Hillview hospital the past week.
Visitors in our household Friday night were, Mr. and Mrs. Bud
McClain and son, Jerry, and Pansey McClain, who is here from
Los Angles. California.
All the farmers finished the task
of tobacco setting the past week
and some resetting was done. Due
to scanty of plants farmers either
waited for plants to grow or
traveled several miles to beds
bought from those who were
though setting. The allotment has
met the quota.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Bob Harper twin boys at their home, the
late Jack McClain place, the past
week, each weighing over five
pounds. The mother and boys are
doing nicely at the present.
Rev. James Holt filled his regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
11 a. m. and the evening service
was omitted due to the presentation of program given by the Vacation Bible School students.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
and baby son. Mark, of Martin
spent Sunday here with parents.
Mr and Mrs. Buton Lassiter.
The wheat harvest began here
over the week on whose farms the
grain is grown are, Cecil Davis,
J. W. Bynum and Doyle Frields.
The yield is good, so is the quality.
Only a small acreage is grown in
these sections.
The small child of Mr. and Mrs.
Almond Blayloek was snake bitten
several days ago The youngster
has been under the care of his
physician.
Vacation Bible School was held
the past week at New Salem Baptist Church. Rex. and Mrs. James
Holt conducting. The following
teachers were Mesdames: Harding
Ainley, Raymond Cherry. Cecil
Davis, Howard Harris. A good atendance was had each day and
come to a close Friday afternoon
with a picnic on church grounds.
The program was presented Sunday night in the auditorium and
each presented their handicraft.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mitchell of
Paducah spent Sunday with their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frields.
The small daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James McClure is suffering
an injured leg, when she was run
over by a car driven by her mother. The accident was unavoidable.
Every good wish is extended by
all friends over the area.

—Living Room Suites

—Gas Ranges

—Breakfast Room

—Washing Machines

Now You May Borrow Up To ••••
•At A Reduced Rate Of Interest
—For A Longer Period Of Time!
Up To 24 Months'

$800

—Floor Fans

—Odd Chairs

—Chifferobes

—9x12 Rugs

—Bed Springs

—Odd Bed Steads

—Piano

—Coffee and End

—9x12 Wool Rugs

—Refrigerator

—Electric Iron

—Electric Ranges

—Picture Frames

At BARGAIN PRICES and EASY

IT'S A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Durham of
Fulton are the proud parents of a
five pound daughter, born at 4:55
a. m., May 30, at the Hillview
hospital.

Effective Monday Adjustment in
Post Office Box Rental rates will
be made at the Local Post Office
In Fulton, Ky., due to the Annual
review of the ranking Postmaster
and Supervisors the Level has
been increased by one, effective
July 1, 1960.
New quarterly rates will be a
shown in schedule below—
New Rtte
Old Rate
Effective Today
of Box
$1.70
$1.20
$2.25
$1 50
$300
$2.25
$3.00
$4.50
DODGERS, TIGERS WIN
Behind the no-hit pitching of
Terry Beadles the Tigers won
their second straight game 10-3 at
the expense of the Braves in the
second game of Pony League play
Friday night. In the first game
the Dodgers showed a great improvement as they best the league
leading Red Legs 10-9. This was
the second loss for the Reds.

Plenty on hand! The price is right!

AMMONIA NITRATE AND
NITRATE OF SODA
for side-dressing your corn.
There is plenty of tire yet to plant corm.
See us for US-13 Funk's and Stull's.

Phone 1252
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Phone 602

RE
F
UR
NEY
It's the greatest 1q0 sale in Mid-America
... the 134, we charge, on the average, for
hauling a ton of freight one mile.
And when you're "paying the freight" —
as you do,on everything you buy —this bargain is important to you. For example, you

pay for hauling

the coal that makes your

your
home ... the bacon you eat for breakfast.
We're trying to keep freight costs low...
by introducing more efficient equipment
and more economical ways of doing business ... and by increasing our volume of
business, because the more we carry the
lower the unit cost will be.
We need and want your understanding
of these efforts. Because our kind of lowcost transportation is vital, both to your
own household budget and to the whole
economy of Mid-America.

electricity. .. the lumber that builds

WAYNE A. JOHNSTON

President

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD

"Trade with Wade and Save" — Easy Terms
Phone 478

Fulti
Mud

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
State Line

TERMS at WADE'S USED STORE

217 Main Street
Fulton, Ky.

—Odd Dresser

WADE'S USED STORE

ally Finance
me.
311 Walnut Street

—Used Motors

—Bed Room Suites

Tables

June 24: Betty Peeples, Russell
Lynn Johnson, Lin Johnson, Carol
Ward, Joel L. Brockwell; June 25:
Irene Dedmon, Stella Milner, Jane
Scates Edwards, Betty Ann Easley.
Charlotte Brockwell, Betty Ann
Brown; June 26: Lawson Yates.
Kenneth Turner, Sr., Rev. A.
Parker, Gary Riter, Phyllis Harris;
June 27: Mrs. T. J. Callison, David
Clements, Mrs. Jack Carter. Dickle Collier, Mary Elizabeth Fields;
June 28; Lee Ella Lowe, Mike
Sanders, Mrs. R. S. Burgess; June
29: Terry Patterson, Mrs. Robert
Rudolph, Henry Bethel; June 30'
Gregory Bondurant, Dick Polsgrove, Linda Rogers, Charlie
Stephenson. Mrs. Donald Mabry.

Try "NEWS" Chardfled Ads

WADE'S USED STORE
Suites

Happy Birthday

New Postoffice Box
Rates Are Announced
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Fulton Schools May Receive As
Much As $40,000 In Additional Funds

LETTERS TO
THE EDITORS

disThe severe earthquake which
Fulton Independent schools may I said in advising local school
Miss Janice Marie Brockwell, THE NEWS welcomes exprespersonal property
ed a large part of the
legislaRevenue Commissioner William only to tangible
devastat
"Our
funds,
the
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tricts
$40,000
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will
Superinthe
the 1960-61 school year,
Hichard Vernell Myers. son of Mr. name will be omitted from
real estate, stocks and
which wrecked San Francisco— the sales tax to be sure to take de- things as
g for Kentendent W. L. Holland said today.' manded better schoolin
and Mrs. Willis Attebery, also of
publication if requested.
bonds, and professional services
.
purchase
people
million
they
a
anything
than
more
of
left
livery
tucky's children."
Crutchfield, were married at 10:30
as doctors and accountants
In addition, the district's school
Scent said the sales tax would such
hungry, homeless and cold. Winter
legislature's in- Thursday morning, June 16, at the
services.
children will benefit handsomely I Because of the
and
tangiof
area
this
purchase
in
is approaching
not apply on the
appropriations for free home of the groom's parents.
Fulton Co. News 4g Radio Station
Scent noted too. that new cars
from the state government's full crease in
unless the quake victims get im- ble personal property delivered
in grades
The Rev, Joe McMinn of Crutch- WFUL Fulton, Kentucky.
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are not
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schools will be given all the neces- ring ceremony.
The Fulton Jayoettes would like
tax will remain in effect, except
The extra benefits for education sary books for the first time.
hower has urged our people to is far cash or credit.
Miss Lottie Myers, sister of the to take this opportunity to thank come to their aid with "the great
this tax will now be levied against
Holland
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laySuperint
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Fulton,
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brary departments of the high er of the bride, were attendants. making our recent Tiny Tot Revue
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ject
and elementary schools are
tion of the sales tax on utilities.
The immediately families were the success it evidently was.
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ized
which includes the sales tax, ef- school
of
reemphas
istic
character
It's a natural
He said the sales tax will merely
The publicity you gave us in
undergoing a complete renovation. present at the ceremony.
fective July 1.
help people merchandise must be made to the
has been added to the eleFollowing the wedding the your paper and on the radio sta- Americans to want to
replace the present three percent
Art
on
1959-60
r.
Estimates, based
in trouble the world over. The consume
Utilities Gross Receipts Tax which
mentary curriculum and a full couple left immediately for De- tion was of considerable value.
He said the buyer should keep has been repealed effective June
figures of the State Department of time music education teacher has troit, where they will make their
sincere Chilean disaster has proved no exour
accept
Please
Education, indicate that Fulton been employed. A modern lang- home.
ception. Committees for Chilean In mind also that the tax applies 30, when the three percent sales
"thanks".
could possibly receive $108000 in guage department has been added
relief are forming throughout th
Sincerely yours,
was graduated from
tax begins.
Myers
Mr.
PIERCE STATION
state funds under the Minimuin to the high school curriculum with Central High School at Clinton in
Needham, Secretary. nation. Tons of food, medical supHe also said that the 1960 legisCarolyn
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in
Foundation Program
plies, tents and other aid have
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and the bride was a 1960
Mrs. M. W. Haws as instructor.
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combeen airlifted to help the homeless ham and children of Paducah cigarette tax from 3c to 21
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But this is only the beginning. visiting relatives.
would not necessarily result in an
$900.00 raise for the year.
1959-60 school year.
Miss Lola Giffin of Harris visit- increase in cigarette prices.
American Red Cross disaster ex"The new revenue program will
perts in the disaster-wracked ed Mrs. Algie Hay a cguple days
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provide much needed relief to educountry report a long-range re- last week.
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3 1-2 Gallon
PRESSURE
SPRAYER

Everything at your fingertips... with a modern
combination Electric REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER
Two convenient appliances in the space of one.
Everything at your fingertips. .. fresh foods in
the big refrigerator compartment... frozen foods
in the roomy freezer compartment. Saves time,
work, and space.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
•Will1111111111en=IRON

NI MIMIME

IM1r1M1ItMIIMIZIUMMI.M.
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killer, bug killer, bug
dust, rose dust and fruit tree
spray. See us for your needs.
Weed

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON
COOPERATIVE

So* pm, dealer soon.

of
ca

7k

$7.27

Fulton, Kentucky
Phone 1195
Central Ave.

FIFTH
PINT
HALF
QUART

$4"
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15"
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KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
100 proof • Bottled in Bond
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..torl,tio,Avloginnro.sy HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC,
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SWIFT NEWS—
Continued from Page Ow4g
tidence in milk and dairy foods
with an adverse effect on sales.
In this area dairying is an important part of the farm income
and in many cases the farm income is dependent almost entirely
on dairying. Because of this we
ask your cooperation in solving the
above problem. We list below the
few simple steps that can and will
control pesticide residues.
1. FOR BARN SPRAYS — on
wall or ceiling the use of diazinon,
Acorlan, or malathion is rec-ommended.
.D0 NOT USE—DDT,lindane,
chlordane and other insecticides.
2. FOR CA1TLE SPRAYS—use
the pyrethrins plus piperonyl butoxide.
DO NOT USE—methoxychlor,
DDT, linciane, malathion, chlordane and related compounds.
3. FQR THE MILK HOUSE—

MR.FARM
Save On
FEEDS
40% Pork Booster Meal

$4.55 Cwt.
40% Pork Booster Pellets.

$4.75 Cwt.
16% Co-Op Dairy FeW

$3.N Cwt.
Discount for Quantity
and Bags.
"A Feed for Every
Need"

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON
COOPERATIVE
Fulton, Kentucky
Phone 399
Central Ave.

on outside walls spray with "barn 1
sprays"—inside the milk house use',
recommended "cattle sprays" if
needed. AVOID contamination of
utensils, cans, tanks, etc., when
spraying.
DO NOT USE scatter bait or
"barn spray" inside the milk
house.
4. FOR HORN FLIES—The U.
S. Department of Agriculture recommends sprinkling the back
and neck of th eanimal every three
weeks with methoxychlor powder,
or dusting with malathion.
DO NOT DUST with malathion within five hours of milking.
5. FORAGE—Pastures and crops
used for forage and roughage feeds
are frequently treated with pesticides. Extreme caution should be
exercised and label directions followed exactly when using these
compounds. Pay particular attention to the time sprays are Applied.
The USDA,in Agriculture Handbook No. 120, recommends the following safety restrictions after applying insecticides:
A. Do not allow dairy animals to
GRAZE on fields treated with
DDT., toxaphene, chlordane, aldrin, dieldrin. heptachlor.
B. Do not feed dairy animals
PLANTS that have been treated
with DDT, dieldrin, aldrin, chlordane, toxaphene, heptachlor, sevin,i
ara mite.
C. Do not feed dairy animals
FORAGE, or crops used for that
purpose, that has been treated
with aldrin, chlordane, DDT, dieldrin, toxaphene and endrin, unless
a 45-day period has passed since
spraying with endrin.
D. Do not feed dairy animals!
ENSILAGE made from plants
which have been treated with
DDT, dieldrin, aldrin, chlordane,
toxaphene, heptachlor.
TRIAL POSTPONED
The illness of Mrs. Dorothy
Erranton, widow of Allen Erranton, will force the postponement of the trial of Humphreys,
It was learned Wednesday morning.
Commonwealth's
Attorney
Roberts said Mrs. Erranton has
gone to the hospital with a lung
congestion.
ITS A GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Gilliam of
Water Valley are the proud parents of a baby girl, Kimberly Gay,
born May 22 at Lourds Hospital
in Paducah. The baby weighed
/
2 ounces.
five pounds, 141

Eugenia Martin Harris To Be
Married To Kellie Lowe, Jr. June 25

Miss

Mr. Lowe is a graduate of Fulton High School and the Grantham
School of Electronics. He has attended the University of Tennessee, Martin Branch, Southern Rh!lois University, and Purdue University.
Nuptial vows will be solemnized at the First Cluistian Church
iii Fulton with members of the
immediate family attending.

TAX QUESTIONS—
(Continued tram Page I)
lar.
No tax stamps will be required
in connection with retail sales,
since it is a 3% tax on the merchant's gross receipts.
The tax applies only to tangible
i property. This means that profes•aonal services such as doctors, ac:enitants, etc., are not taxable as
is the case also with real estate,
!stocks and bonds, salaries, wages,
:..immissions or labor charges.
It does apply, however, to ad- issions to theatres and spectator
,ports and hotel or motel rentals
for less than 90 consecutive days.
There will be no additional
charges on sales of water, electricity, gas and telephone and
telegraph. While the sales tax will
apply to these sales, at the same
time the gross utilities tax of 3%
Es removed.
Q. What is the use tax?
A. The use tax is a sort of "back
stop" for the sales tax and applies
to purchases made from an out-ofstate retailer. The rate of tax is
also 3% and is paid directly to the
department by the consumer of
the property unless the out-ofstate retailer is registered to collect it. Kentuckians should be
careful not to pay the use tax to
an out-of-state retailer who is not
registered.

Then the fair-minded editor added; "It is not certain that the
(Continued Mon Pape Oes)
would be wise to turn their faces coachman is the guilty person."
towards 'Honest Abe.'"
All of which, as we say, goes to
Other things concerned the Na- show that not. everyone had lost
tion. Slave ships belonging to
New Yorkers had been captured
by the U. S. Navy, and a total of
2,900 Africans had been gathered
at Key West, waiting for the U. S.
Senate to appropriat money to
"the liquor is in"
send them back to Africa.
Southern papers, afraid of slave
uprising, began to publicize incidents of trouble between slaves
and masters. Yet, when a slave
was jailed on suspicion of having
shot his mistress, the Augusta
DISPATCH very carefully explained the situation. The lady had
5 other Varieties
been sleeping, someone awaked
I as. size - 80c
her, shot her in the face and fled.
Qt. size - $2.90
"Her coachman," said the paper,
LA lAndhatm IL It
Cont.
lornts
AMA
"had been guilty of some misdemeanor and expeeted punishment. He was lodged in jail "

100 YEARS—

ERRIFIC

South Fulton Drive - In
Located Ili miles South of Fulton on Martin Highway
Ness poliey: open seven nights • week.

THURSDAY. FRIDAY JUNE 23-24

IT'S EASY TO PAINT
A ROOM
!N A MORNING

SUPER
KEM-TONE

SENIOR CITIZENS
where she was a member of the
Gov.
Bert Combs has proclaimDrama and Art Clubs and House
ed May 15-21 senior citizens week
Council.
land requested nursing homes and
Mr. Lowe is the son of Mr. I other homes for the aged to hold
and Mrs. K. R. Lowe, and the open house during the period for
grandson of Mr. J. H. Lowe and Visits by friends and relatives.
More than 100 prominent Kenthe late Mrs. Rilla Stubblefield
tuckians are planning a Governor's
Lowe Ms material grandparents Conference of Aging at Louisville
are the late Mr. James R. Graves. Sept 1-2 Prof. H. E Wetzel, Lexand Mrs. Zera Bates Graves of ington, chairman of the Governor's
Yorks ille, Tenn.
Commission on Aging. announced.
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BUTTER

PECAN
ICE CREAM
AT ALL PURE MILK
ICE CREAM DEALERS

Guaranteed Washable
...dries in 20 minutes!
•Essay applied with brush or roller
• No brush or lap marks
•Easy cleanup—just use soap and water
• Tremendous choice of decorator colors
• Free Color Harmony Guide service

COLOR-MATCHING

KEM-GLO
STYLED TO FIT ANY OCCASION
She's the perfect hostess . . . Why? She knows all her guests
will enjoy a dish of delicious PURE MILK BUTTER PECAN

enamel looks, lasts, washes
like baked enamel—perfect
for woodwork, bathroom,
kitchen walls

HOU'DOG MAN
Fabian. — Carol Lindley: In Color
IMIlam • A
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SATURDAY. JUNE 25

GREAT JESSE JAMES RAID
—Plus Second Feature —

KISS FOR A KILLER
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Cream.

SIGN OF ZORO
Walt Disney

At the sign of the Pure Milk Dealer Nearby.

Every morning the wroi"Live-Wire"-.
with the greatest concentrated Radio Audience,percentage-wise,in the whole Mid-South
- - brings you timely and important news of
this area.
Besides the regular news roundup,WFUL
seeks to serve its listeners in other ways. News
of road conditions, schools, disasters, special
events are provided whenever something of
interest is happening.
Be our Guest - - keep up with the Ken-Tenn
Area with the morning live-wire.It's the greatest news service of all.

1270 On Your AM Dial

Look for Pure Milk Company's
BUTTER PECAN ICE CREAM

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
307 Church
Phone 35

MI

IM

a

Sunday - Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
(First Showing In This Area)
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STORY ON PAGE ONE

Miss Eugenia Martin Harris

Miss Eugenia. Martin Harris's
engagement to Mr. Kellie R. Lowe
Jr., is announced by her grandmother, Mrs. L. 0. Bradford.
Miss Harris is the daughter of
the late Mr. litc.hard George Harris and Mrs. Florence Martin
Bradford Harris. She is the granddaughter of the late Mr. L. 0.
Bradford, and the great-granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
Morris, deceased. Her paternal
grandparents are Mrs. M. F. Harris and the late Mr. M. F. Harris of
Humboldt, Tenn
Miss Harris aftended Fulton
High School. and is a graduate of
Monticello College, Alton, Illinois,
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